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f.!O 
!NTROPUC'l'l ON 
Purpgae o;t ~ study. tmy work of art, by d!lf'ini-
tion, is so d<1iH1ignatecl iHiHl'.;ml!le it 'woaks to all genera-
t.:lons, irre;;;pectivo o:f t.ime or place, and regardless of' 
artistic, political, ecol!Omic, or ideologi.cal fads. To 
accept m work as nrt with :mything le~>a than these univet'-
sal.:l.t:l.es is blind aeeept;ance and pure idolatry. F:aeh 
generation must detorrdne the validity o:r tho labd iir.!i. 
by detrrr~i.ning the relevance of thl'l work to its own 
generation. Unless a work of art can suecess:t'ully meet 
such a teet, thE> label is no more than a gEmtleman's 
agreement among self .. denignated arbiter~~ of taste. Two 
recexrt cri tiest writint:r; on thl'l philosophy of litertu•y 
cr:tti.cism, have defined what is perhaps tho hast teat 
which a work of art must meet. Both agree th~lt a work 
of art mutlt go bayond the contemporary concern of the 
a.uthor. In his "Foreword01 to the second edition of hie 
work, !!:!!!. Phil<>sOllhi ~ LiJ;eriH'Y li'orm, Kenneth Burke 
notes that! 
The ptH!t is not poeth:l.ng in the middle of no~Jih!ilre; 
tl'wugh hh poem tnlilY be viewed pur.ely t,<1th:in itl;'ldf' 
("i.n terms of" ita int~~rnal consisto.ncy), it is also 
the act of an agent in a non~literary scene; but. by 
the nature of notation, it surv:lves the particulars 
ol:' the scene :l.n wh:l.ch it '"as originally enaeted.l 
Like M:r. Burke' ~lt the philoso!JhY of Joseph T. Shipley 
defines, even in gre~ter detail, the qual:l:ties which 
dist1.ngu:!.ah art from all other !'orms of cn'<?athe endeavors: 
The sand-blasting of the f:ront;s of eH;y buHdincrs is 
a aomni~t'f'J:i.al, 'not an aesthlf!tic• action., Old schools, 
olden cathlt1d1'al!l, often acquire a mellow b•1auty • 
ivy-grown. The patina of ·the Y'MH"S may enhance f1l'.iY 
;vork of t~rt. It softens ns its controversiB's lapse 
int.o mellloriaa. To be au:NJ,. each age views every Nork 
of art as contempot':H'Y; at l<!ast sees it through the 
glass of it;s o1rm desires; praises in 3.t tho qualities 
th€it ncho it. s own :ide!lls. Homtor h11s been co:ns:Ldered, 
successi.vely, a teacher of (bad) I!I(Jt·als, a model of 
decorum, a prize of prim:tt:i. ve s:i.mplicity. thtl tokan 
of lengthy age. ~pea1.al1.sts today also study how 
opinions in their f':l.eld have shift~1d from age t;o Bl:?;fil• 
Not merely attitudes1 but interpretations. The early Christians. found in vergil a prophecy of Jesus' coming. 
Tbe later English changed Shakesp~l~lra• s Shylock from 
a heatan buffoon and minor figure to thf> ozmtral 
character; a deeply wronged and ~mrely sufi'er:i.ng 
sot!l; so that it now seems a.lmost incongruous to 
include 'i'h~ n~erchlllnt of VMi00 among the comedies. 
v~at matters more ifian-aueh variations, however, 
i a the fundamental ehif'tlng of emphasis from the 
contemporary fa>!'ltures of a product of its time t.o ~he 
essential, tba permaramt, values o.f a work of art. 
Swift's "controversies,"' particularly his famous :i.ndict-
ment of man, have n~V>'>r lapsed into memories, for the 
-'·"-"'"'""" _______ _ 
lKenneth Burke, .!he. Philoaoph;r p!' .LitN•ar Form 
(second editimq Baton Roug~uisianaiJiUvers ty l"lretH.lt 
1967), P• ix. 
2Joseph 'l'. Shipley, Trends in Literature (New York: 
'Ph:i.J .. osophical Llb:ra:ry, 1949), PP• 2'3w24. 
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assert-ions Jonathan S1:dft makes about man in Gulliver's 
fourth voyfH!,i'J are incontrovertible, And wer<J it not so • 
hb :tndtctment of m11n is a valid one. Hopefully, hm-rever~­
and Bwift hE>J.d out such hope--the eoiH'li!e o.f human h:l.story 
may be altered. 
Gulliver' a '!'ravels btHl met th~1 t,est which a work 
-
of art must meet; llnd, !W a result, it.; hl\ls t:r~mscended 
temucral end Sp.!ltit'!l boundaries. \'JhateVOl." hiiil intHnti.OllS 
llt tht~ time, Jonat,han S<··tift speaks to thn ;m:·ld today; 
and, bncause he does, his mairto:rp:tec0 nle:rits tho honor 
it hatl :f'{:caived, Swi l't can prick tho conse:l..'mce o.l' 
humanity, for those \~ho will list~m. lJn.f'o:rtunately, 
too oftrm, h0 hiSS re~chod ·only those who would· enhance 
their own prejudices, (lither by igno:rin,~ the most important 
t,:ruths or by !ili.sintorl.¥reti!lg Gu1Hver1 s last VOY!lf:e• 
The two eonturios following the': publication or ~.ver' s 
Travels loved the st.ory aoont giant.,, and mid.g!ltl)l hut 
dete!'ltf'd Swift' a carlS\U"O of liw.ln. The more sq,rious <:~nd 
soph:l.sticatod l!'{i1ador 1;6day h allegHdly less ccmcerned 
with the fantasies than t11.th the broader meanlng of the 
work, tJevnrt;helesl.l~ the pre,judices still exist. f-lany 
or:l tics 1 believin.r; they haVfJ discovt1red Swift's mermirlg 1 . 
hav!l concluch?d that t;ha '1'1"'1\Vels is written primarily 
.from thP po:J.nt of view of a Ohristian morali,;t. \'lhat 
they i.w,ly is not t,he oilVitHiS fact t.tu'!t Swift was a 
Chrhti.an mot•alist, but that Gulliver's !ravels is a 
kind of' ChrisMan alle11:ory. Such a limited :l.nlH;rpreta-
tlon, however, '.<¥ould deny th!" un:ivnraal:i.ty of the work 
and lirn~t its value to a parochial concern, c:tnce the 
majo:r:l.t1y of the worldts population, including t.he "Chris .. 
tian" \'{Orld 1 is not Christian. That is not to <>AY that 
the \'l'ork donhs Christian ideaU.sm. Lo~re and l:Jrothnrhood 
-
are not exelua:t.vel}r Chr:lt1t:ian ideals. All major religious 
teaehing~1 today exalt these idoals, as did some even 
before Christianity. SwH't 1 . in his work of art, w<mt 
beyond th•~ ~:l..seussion of. ,.,ligion. He waa eoncorned 
with man's relationship to man in this world. What 
--
he saw, althout~h he did not couch it i.n reHgioua terms, 
was anything but• ChrisM-an behavior. There.t'orG, it seems 
unlikely that he 'ti!Ml speaking frorn such a l:l.m:ttod point 
of view. If, howevor,--and it is unlikely-~one could 
prove 1;h1.1t thnt was his tntent, the work itf)el:t' dotls 
not lend itself to such a narrow interpretation today; 
in any CIHJe, 4!laeh generation has a rig,ht to interpret 
th!'! Travels as it in relatilld to that generation. :tf 
we do not accapt the £net that a \ifOt'k ot art transcends 
the time and immodiat.~ prejudices or even t.he author, 
wa cannot accept the wo:rk as hav1.rlp; any mBaning, except 
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for its O'Am tlms and pla<Hl. By logical e:r;t.endon• th~m, 
Greek trafl:Gdy and Shakaapearean trt~g:~1dy \~ould be consider;;Hi 
euri.otrl.ty pil!loes, in which the aut.hors were eonc(~rned 
only -;;;:l.th th(1 nobility.. !!!.~ r-ierahant g.! Venice could 
be Ul!lf,ld. to provt~ th<it Shakeapnnre was anti-Semitic• 
and Q.Q!:.?..:.Ql!UY.1! would be no more than a di£ltrS.be against 
t,h(l common peo~le. The same kind of mind which ~1ould 
accept Gulliver'$ Travels as a kind of Christian allegory 
would adapt the 11ork to suit modern prejudices. 'f!'ew 
readers consider tha impliertti.ona of Swift's writings 
\'l'hich revealed the so:rrow, pain, rcl:'eed, brutality, and 
gerH:~ral agoniEHI which man is eapabl!'l of inflicting on 
his own kind. Swift was a Christian, and so was Shake-
speare.. . But that fact does not justity the interpretation 
t',nt each was sprel;Hi:!.ng Christitm gospel. There are, 
after all, unive;rsal spiritt<al ideals which are not the 
sole property of a particulr1r t>;roup or age. Gulliver' a 
Travels. cannot be a true \fork of art. unless it 1a 
unhllrsal. in its application. 'l'h0refore• the purpose of 
this pmper is to show that the .fourth voyage of Gul,liver' s 
Trnvels affirms truths about man which are not lim.i.t<~d to 
any particular area or tim&; and l>hat it is universal 
because it affirms the truth that man hu too often, as 
t3wift ~>ays, per'ver.ted his rer:uson 1 udn.g the small amount 
of rP.ason he has to agr;r1~vate h1.s cot"rupti<:ms and acquire 
new ones. That Swift's conclusi(ms are accurate is too 
obvious ~o require prQof'. The inequities which still 
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exist in the wn•l.d, t,he fact that people actually starve 
to deAth while others ar0 bored :Ln their luxury, the 
prevalent beHef that \var \dll solve political and economic 
d:l.fferenees, and the ominouo threat of total annihila.tion 
by the aetiont> of political eiants are proof that Swif.t 1 s 
i.ndietment of man is fair. This paper, therd'ore, does 
not presume to aim at proving precisely what Swift 
:int.ondod, except as hia intention concerned the nature 
of' man and his behmvior and as his observations are 
valid today. It is a statement alwut the :react.ton o:f' 
this writer to a t>1ork of art and an evaluation of the 
relawmca or the 110:rk to modern man and society. \1hat-
evar else Sv1ift might have meant or intendad1 as he was 
writing Gulliver's '1'r&ve1a, and whatever his poli t.:tca1 1 
social, and religious preferences, in the last analysis, 
these per::~onal concerns a:re less imporMnt to posMr:Lty 
than the broader mGt~ning of the vmrk. 
!4E!}_bation~ of j:_J:.l! ~1!.4l.• '!'hie study is limited 
in its discussion of literary criticism to th<>~>e c:r:tticisms 
which are pertin1.1.nt to the diacusa:!.on of milin' s capac:!. ty 1 
or lack of :lt, to rt:mson. /oullivet· 1 s Travels, especially 
th~~ fourth I/(Jyaga 1 offers a wealth of matl!'lr:i.al for the 
scholar who is intereatf1d in discur;sing the sat:l.r:tcnl 
implications of the Ynhoo concept 01 the "noble ~lavage" 
ifieal, the /1:1imro ot voyago l:l.teraturl'l 1 and mox•a :recently 
the l'Hl:Ychoanalytical i.nterprlltat:l.otl ot t.11~:tft--the latter 
in torms nf his :~Jeatologieal :re.f'!lrnnces. Nany o'i.' t,lHil 
studJ.e<!i in t~h<'H;e arfHHl have b<:1en valuable, but t.hoir 
limitr~t:!..o:ns have bel')n 1serious. 
included anywhere else i.n thh; study 1 a brief summary 
and E\valuatlon of. t~hem at th:l.s point is in order. In 
a b:r.ond sense the Yahoos represent man's instincts unaided 
by ret:naon. That the Yahoos rt~present the "noble 51'\Vflge"' 
and therefore th(• main object of Std.ft's satire• aimed 
at the rationalhta, lim:i.ts the universal:'i.ty of. the 
Yahoos as symhol.a to a p~.;rticular period in history. 
Whether or not such a purpose was :l.ntended by Swift is. 
not real.ly important, and since tha word Yahoo today is, 
UMd ao a term of' opprobrium to dl!lfine one whose baser 
inat:l.nots prevail over his rea~:~on, what Swift might, 
have intendad.:.~u that is what he intended--is less 
inrport.ant today for appreciating the broader meaning 
of th111 \'fork. As Robert a. !1eilman perceptively notes: 
••• Gulliver's Trnels goes far l!eyond its initi.al 
role, as topicnl aadre, a role in some dei~ails so 
conspicuous that scholars have been able to identify 
the contempor<'U:'Y individuals; evemts; and lllituations 
:l.n which Sw:U't :found many of the materials for his 
narrative. l''ortunat~1ly S~1i.ft turned the timely into 
the timelesa. J:f all he had done was jest, however 
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skillfully• at current events, we should hardly 
recall him now except in our antiquarian writings. • • • 
For those interested in Gulliver's Travels as 
representative of the genre of imaginary voyage literature, 
Will:!.am A. Eddy's study, according to Milton Voigt, offers 
what is considered definitive on the sourcea.4 However, 
that is ths extent, of' the 
His interpretation of the greater meaning of' the work 
~.s appallinr;ly weak. lllr. Eddy, incensed with the vir-
tuous qualities Swift gave the llouyhnhmns, concludes 
of Swift that "the fires of' misanthropy obr;cu:red his 
judgments, and vitiated his argument. 11 5 But nothing 
proves more effectively liflr. Eddy's own contribution to 
obscurity than his impassioned aversion to the Houyhnhnms 
as he seriously asks, 11 Does not a horse lose some of his 
dignity when riding in a carriage?•t6 'l'he most enlighteni.ng 
part o.f Mr. Eddy's study is the following observation 
3Robe:rt B. Heilman, 11Introduetion" to Gulliver's 
Travels by Jonathan Swift, Robert B. Heilman, editor . 
(The Modern Library; New York: Random House, Inc., 1950), 
PP• vH-viii. 
4Mi1ton Voigt, Swift and the '1\-tentieth Centur:£ 
{Detroit: Wayne State University"'Wess, !964}, p. 67. 
5william A. Eddy, Gulliver's Travels: A Critical 
~ (Princeton: Princ!.ilton University I'Jress, J.923), 
p;JJ59. 
6Ib1d. 
-
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111hich proves that ·the book was not only misinttu•preted 
but also almost completely ignored: 
Few, if any, have lifted their voices in defense ot 
the picture which :hdf't paints. It would be futile 
to add,· here• .S~nother opinion ef the justice of the 
satir!h One thing, however, :h p:retty cl.ear. i~hether 
o:r not the ind:tct.mcnt of the human race be fair, the 
shot has missed. its mark. RelatiV!.!lY few of thl! 
:readers of Gulliver have read the fourth pnrt: it 
9 
ht!a bf~f!n ~xc1sed from the more popular edit:lone; , 
f'a:!.ling in this "''ay for want or an audience. I aupposo 
;-re may safely say that circulation. is et>aential to 
thl'l greatness of. any book, ~md no doct<:~:ral thes~ls 
can elevate in our ashern a work which is fundamentally 
unreadable. Il!oreove:r, the beat judgmont of' those who 
have :read it is that the pictun h overcharg~o1d 
>"lith ~uauseatinr; detlli.7s, that the colors are· not 
sufficiently subdued. 
Th!;!re ill no greater evidence of the Victorian 
influence which extendo<l into the twentieth century than 
this admission ot censorship. If thl'l fourth book h a 
failure for want of an audi~:mee. it b only because the 
arbiters of taste thoug;ht :i.t too indelicate tor the 
pub lie. That :tt was cenem:·Gd only :reflects the narrow-
minded vie\v 61' tho :;;elf~appointed c~msora and, more 
importantly, their inability to. see the truly ugly in 
human behavior. They felt a great deal more disgust 
t4ith Swi.ft•s scatolol';ieal obsession than with man's 
obs~ssion for cruelty. Those who were responsible for 
om:l.tttng the fourth voyage were like Gulliver. Refusing 
7J:l:li.d,• 1 iJ• 190. 
to bdieve the truth about themselves, they hid the 
truth in self-deception, and, even worse• kept it from 
everyone else, ostensibly to protect people from them-
selves. 
The psychological cr:i.tics oi' Swift and hi» I'<Orks 
have been anything but Vict.orian i.n their analyses. 
10 
'!'heir i'a:llure has not been a refusal to examine the scato-
logy; on the contrary 1 they have gone to extremes :l.n 
their interp:ret¥~tions. ~~ost notably, Dr. Phyllis 
G:reenaere ·has provided an extens:i ve Freudia.n ol'iialysis of 
justified. by t.rv" evid.;mee. In one chapter she has managed 
to associate w:i.th Swift many of the terms asaoeiated with 
repressed Mxuality, , including Oedipus complex. castration 
complex, , homo:~exuality, masturbatory fantasies, bisexuality, 
transvestitism• 1md f&tiahhms. She analyzes th~ 11anal 
quality" of Swift • s eharncter as st!!!mming from the i'a.et 
that Swift as an :1ni'ant was lddnapped hy his nurse who 
was excessively eonacinntious and harsh in toilet-training 
him. This e::-:cess, she conclude!!, "left this stamp of the 
nurser•y morals of the chamber pot fo:rever on hie character. ,,8 
All of Dr. Greem:~cre' s conclusions about Swift a:re deduced 
-- -------
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unfairly from a psychoanalysis of t,he_ patiant !fl absentia .• 
t•\ueh of' the analysis is based on the met/ilphorical aug~~as­
tiveness or Swift's vmrks rather t,han on blographieal 
eviden¢e about .Swift. A mod exanmle of her methods of 
:i.ntnrpretation and of the lack of validity in her approach 
:1.s the follo\dng expl::mation ,,r th(~ possibl~~ origin of 
the "anal stamp'' of Swift's cl1araeter: 
J3y e<:mtr~ust _the proper names in Gulliver's Travels 
are heavy 1d1~h repeated consonants and duplicated 
syllabl.ee. oV'<!rburdened by consonant a, e ,g., 
Glubbdubdrib.!. Luggnagg, Tr.!ildt'<lgduhh, Glumdalel:i tch, 
Clumegnig. 'l'hese words ;;;uggel'lt an o:nomattlpoeic 
deri VfJ.tion from th~ sound of dripnings and droppings 
possibly originating in the overly :i.ntenM preoocu~ 
pat ion with toilet f'uncticms, which l'lEHiliiHi~d for the 
child Jonathan to engulf and9then to color his .impor-tant :l.ni"antile philosophies. 
What these nonsense ~>tords suggest to Dr. Oreenacre 
may say more about her than they say about Sw:l.ft. The 
whole analysis seems preposterous ii' all Dr. Greenacre 
can of'fer is the phrase "possibly originating" as evidence. 
Such overdone psyehoanalyah. of Swift has been best 
refuted and answered by t~orman o. Brown. Taking to task 
Dr. Oreana ere and other· psychoanalysts* r-~r •. Brown concludes 
aa follows: 
Only Stdf't could do justice to the irony of psycho-
analysts. whose capacity for tindin!; the anus :tn the 
. 9!.h!:!·, p. 102. 
most unlikely places is notorious, condemn0ng Swift for obsessive pr·eoccupation with anality • .!. 
12 
:Mr. Brown continues. using Swift 1 s own words to answer 
the critics from his grave. Quoting Swift's ~Discourse 
Ooncerning the t4echanical Operation ot the Spi:rit, Ete,., tt 
r~rr. Brown observes: 
SWift has also p:rap~red a room for the psychoanalysts 
with their anal complex; tor are they not !"rophetically 
announced ae those tteertain Fortune tello:rs in Northern 
1\me:rioa, who have a Way or1reading a rJian' e Destiny, by peeping; i.n his Broeoh'*? 
Ce:rtai.nly, thf'r!'l is value in attempting f;o understand 
Swi.f't' a n'u'laning, by unde-rstanding his parsonali ty; but 
to ::~peculate about a man's character and personality from 
his writi.ngs with no substtmtial documentary evidence 
cannot be justified, how!'lvor interesting and embellished 
the theory may be. For those who are so obsessed with 
Swift' a obsession with acntology, Nigel Dennis' analysi.a 
may be tM l!lQSt pertinent. He believes that "0bscen:tty 
is always one of' Swift's retorts to degeneracy," ~md that 
IIJ:t would he absurd to deny that Swift pelted prudes with 
turds, hut no four-lett(l)r word obsessed him !lll):re than 
lONorman 0, J3.rown, "The ·t;;xeremental Vision," 
Stlif.t: A £ollection of Qr..iticll\1 P;ssax:~?,, Ernest. TuveS(m, 
editor TFtnghwooi! eli?£s, n.-;r;: P.rentiee-Ha:tl, !ne., 
196h), p. 36. 
llibid., p. 37. 
-
$eot."12 One might, add that for all the acl!ltnlogieal 
references :tn tho last voyage of Gulliver's 'travels, 
13 
there :!.s nothing more disgusting, including the e::tc:remental. 
than the imago of man Swift expc:ses as he strips man of 
his outer garments and allows him to see himself tw he· 
:reAlly is--a creature lea<, reasonable t.han he has thought 
himself to be. 
QHAP'.!'ER !I 
There has been much valuable oritictsm of Gulliver's 
last voyage in the last .four decades. l'·!uch of it has 
helped to clarify the meqnintt, oi' the work by o:t"ferli;ng new 
insights which had not been considered in th(0 two centuries 
following the publication of <lulUver•s Travels. In 
add1.tion to provid:i .. ng, a nev.r pCJrspecti.ve these modern 
cr:ttics have dispell<1ld many of the long-acceptlld pre,judicos 
concern 'l,ng Swift. For too long the lrJ st voy11ge was 
considered to he the product of a d1~:rangod misanthrope. 
nut most modern readers, vd.th two centud.es behind them 
and with a mo:ro objacti.ve viat<T from v1hich to evt-Jluat;e 
hi story, can see th~:~t Swif't was :right <md that his many 
cri ti.cs, :lmbued vd.th incurable opt,imis.m, were misguided. 
Thackeray's criticism is a typical example of the 
tyoe o.f c.dtlcism 'l'rhich p:reva:i.led until as late all the 
f'ir!st quarter of the t;~entiath o<mtury. viritin~~ about t.ho 
fourth voyage, Thackeray called ttthe moral , , • horrible, 
shamet'ul, unmanly, t)l.asphemous,n and dl~scrih!lld the voyage 
ns a t1hole to be "past all sense of manliness and shame; 
fHthy in word, filthy in thought, .furi.ous, ::raging, obscene. ,.l 
·--... --..... --.... ---·-
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Such a diatribe :i.s understl'!ndable, coming from the era 
"VIhich historians consider prudish and exeessi vely opti• 
mistie; but it did little or nothing to illuminate Swift's 
moaning or intent for Thackeray's day • although for the 
twentiAth century it provides an illuminating dialectical 
positi.on. In fact, it r~~vcals more about Victorian 
England than it doss about Swift or his writings. Criticism 
of' this type was based on two .ussunlptions. The :fi.rst. 
is a debatable, ph:Hosophieal one, influenced by seven-
teenth- and eighteenth-century rat:l.onalists, that man is 
an inherently good creature corrupt!'ld only hy his inr;rti-
tutiona, The second is the er:ronE~ous al!lSUlllpt:lon that 
Gulliver is ~!wift and that Swift equated memkiud with 
Yahnos co111'pl<1tely. As a result Swift remained unfor£~iven 
for h:t.s libel a!l;ainst man until the modern critics began 
to interpret Gulliver's T.ravelG in a now light. 
Contemporary criticism has opened up the discussion 
of the fourth book as a comment on human nature. It had 
been considered primarily as a purely political or soc:lolo-
l!,ieal satire, w1.th topi.eal hsu!'ls and :f'igures as targets 
to be P.XfJtHled. Recent, eri t:leiam is centered pr:l.ma:rily 
around t•,l() :l.nterpretations. There are .s number o.f crit:l.ca 
who, believing that Swift hated deistic doctrine with 
of the T~ir;hteGnth Cfmtury; 11 !.l:w. \>Jerks of Thackerax (New 
York: Ch11rl.es Her:l.hrHn'' s Sons, 1Sib4J, VOl. 21, ·pp. 178-179. 
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i.ts rr~t:l.cmaHstic anproach to rel:lgion, trme Uw Houyhnhmns 
l'lS the main ob,iect of thtl Stit:l.:ra. 'l'hena critics accept 
thH Houyhnhnms e.s creatures who embody deistic principle's. 
Consid0:r:l.np; the age in which :JwH't Hved, th(l arguments IH'E! 
often pe:rsuas:l.ve. A second group of critics, however, 
bel:l.ove that Swift l!!Aant thH Houyhnhnnts to be creatures 
\•lho displayed thn 1.df"alls to 11lhich ma.n should tlsp:i .. re • 
.Uth<>Ugh they recognize much of the foo1irJhniH3[·: in Gulliver' a 
blind 1•mrship (l:f:' every !louyhnlmm trl.'lit, thoy, nevertheless, 
beLi.eve that nulliver meant ·chem to be idols to emulate. 
F'r•ank Brady, in hi<> introductton to a collection 
of cr:!t:i.olll asnays, Twentbth C(~nturx !nterptotations fl.! 
Q!!ll.iver' s '!'ravels, establishes a date at wh:i.ch tho new 
appronch to !'iwitt and his fourth book began. l~r. Brady 
credits the beginning of the new approach to Theodore 
o. \'ledel's study. 2 In 1926 Mr. Wedel published his 
interpretati.on, 110n tho Ph:l.losophical £)ackg.round of 
Gulliver's Travels.ff ~Ulton Voigt calls tiJedel's work 
t.he "f':i.rst strong challenge to the prevailing view • • • 
using the h:l.story of ideas as evidence. n3 Mr. Wedel, 
-- -
2Frank n:rady, ~r:tntroduction,!! Twentieth Can turf 
Internretat:!.ons of Gulliver's 'l'rnvels: ·A !.'!oliecd.on o" 
IT'ritrcii'J:'lfiiiiiiF, lrrank IiraO:yi ed!tor (Englewood Clitfs, 
N. J'.: l'rentice-Hall, Inc., 96tH, p. 4. · 
3Milton Voi.gt, 21?.• £1l•, P• B7, 
unlike his predecessors, discusses the work in terms o£ 
rel:ig:i.ous and philosophical ideas prevalent in Swift's 
time. One of th~ more significant considerations which 
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he discusses is the heated controversy l:H1t;1een the Hobbesean 
and I,ockean views concer·ning human nature.. Although 
l'~r. \\ledd places Swift closer to Hobbes, be concludi)S 
thAt "In Gulliver's T_r;;;vels ••• Swift is clearly Mlther 
Hobbes nor Im::ke," and that 11Gu11iver is neither Yahoo 
nor Houyhnhmn. n4 
Mr. Wedel j,n.jeeted a religious arg;ument which, 
until his analysis, had never been consider·ed. He bel.ieved 
that Swift 1 s view of man is 11es1Hmtially the view of the 
classical and Christian tl·adition," and that such a 
position nwould absolve Gulliver's Travels :f'rom the charge 
of being an isolated example of mbanthropy.n5 M.ore 
significant in its influence or1 modern criticism in 
I4r. Wedel's statement that the animal. rationale-animal 
-- ----
~ionia c;apax argument was the '1ch:i.ef intellectual battle 
of the age, 11 and that as a Christian traditionalist, 
Swift was necessarily satirizing the Deists of his o\vn 
age.6 Of Swift he says, 11His enmity to rationalistic 
......... ' ~ .. _ 
6!1.dd,. p. 31. 
lEI 
dogm.atising was the one endurl.ng intellectual passion 
of his life."? It seems doubtful that Swift was so com-
pletely opposed to the rationalistic doetritles, considering 
the fact that he was enveloped by, and therefore not 
ignornnt of, the prtwlliling thtmght, More likely, his 
enm:l.ty was against 1;he pride in reason and not reason 
itself. 
Mr. lqedel' s grant contribution to the explanation 
or sw:U't' s most controver11ia1 work is that he stimulated 
the need to re-examine the work in a new light. ThG:re 
is no. doubt that the Deists' chall.enge to revealed. religion 
affected Sw:U't, and the degree ·to which Swift was affected 
has been thf! basis for the modern interpretations. lllr. 
Wedel's contribution is also signi.t'ic&nt since it debunked 
th¢1 theory tlu'!t Swi.ft was a thorough misanthrope. 
In addition to providing the oodern re<ader with a 
ne\\1 permpective from which to vie~~ lli.Y..l:l.Vtlt1 a Travels. 
particularly Book !V, tmd with a less prejudicial climate 
concerning Swift himself• Mr. Wedel guided criticism 
away .f'r•om what seemed to be no more than d.efenai ve attacks 
by insulted opponents who believed Swift was calling them 
Yahoos. ReHeved of such a d.efensivl!l at,titude, the reader 
is bettQr preplH'IHl to understand and to appreciate both 
-----
7:tbid. 
Swift's genius and his most controversial work. Mr. 
Wedel's predecessors, readers and critics, ~Jere unable 
to share i.n the last impOrtant discovery .... that man is 
not a completely rational animal--merely because they 
felt personally ~:~utraged. Ironi.cally, l:tke Gullive:r, 
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they refused to accept some of the less f'lattt~ring truths 
ahout thtlmse;lves, and li.ke Gulliver they remained deceived. 
One of th<~ great ironies borne out by the attitudes 
of earlhr Swift, ian orltio:tsm may be se~m in Swift 1 s 
statemnnt on the failure o±'. sati:t'tilt In h:!.s prei'Me to . 
!h!. Battle Q..t ~ J:looks, Swift, dirJeussing Gl'l:til:'f.l l~s a 
mirror in which one might see himself, states that .satire 
offended tew bl'leausa the "fleholde:rll generally saw evM•yone 
but himsel:f'.s Swift did nat perceive, ironically, that 
it would be ineffective because it o.tfanded too mt:u1.y, 
who seeing thern!M,llves, refused to believe what they saw. 
That is not to say that Book IV :ts 1nerteotive as satire 
but that :!.t has had little d:!.searnihle :!.nf.'luence in 
ef.feeting positive ehane:ea in man's behavio:r.•, attitudes. 
or 1.nstitutions. One can only hope that in the age of 
gJonathan 3wif.t The Battle of the Books (Vol. IX 
of Thl!l Prose Works of jonathan Swirt;" M. Herbert Davis. 
14 voi"s.; :revfieaedrtion; Oiford: !Jasil Blackw·ell 1 1959) 1 
p. uo. See p. 77 for a fuller discussion of this point. 
{Subsequent :references to Swift 1 s prolla a:re to this edition.) 
atomic over-kill tdt,h its pride in sciontific accomplishmsnts, 
Swift•s lesson will be heeded. There are today too many 
like Gulliver who are naively ancl irresponsibly unmoved 
by legitimate concern for human survival IHl the arsenal 
.of destruction has become more 11 sophiuticated" and total. 
Surely ~;uoh cont:lnued irrationality has vind.S.oated Std.t't 
in hill evaluation that man ~ tend to pe:rvert his reason, 
that man does aggravatE! his nnatural 11 corruptions, and 
that he even act}uires sOllH:l he d:i.d not .inherit. No one 
can quarrel with th0 obvious fact that man has used his 
reason pos:!.tivsly to relieve some of his misery. Never-
theless, of' what value are all these acaompl:i.shmants, 
if his irrationality ends up destroying him? 
The major contribution of c:ri.ties s\lbsequent to 
l'<h·. Wedel is that they have developed many of his idel!ls, 
especially on Deism, further and have provided valuable 
studies, exploring the relationship between Swift's writings--
satire, tracts, a,nd ll!ermons--and Gulliver's Travels. 
They are not bound by the usu.rnptions of the eighteenth 
and nineteent.h centuries. Unlike the romtmties, who, 
as George Sherburn says, "exaggerated the blackness of 
his [Swift' sJ grumblings and intensities, and forgot 
his gUts tor sheer fun, n9 these critics are free of 
9aeorge Sherburn, "The Restoration and Eighteenth 
the older Prejudices. However, the weakness of their 
position on Deism lies in the tact that. they seem to 
ignore the real problem. By concentrating their inter-
preteMcms on the Houyhnhnms as synibols of Deists and, 
therafore, objects of Swift's satire, they have, as 
P.1ilton Voigt points out, reduced the f.'ourth voyage ''to 
a kind of High-Church polemie."lO Their argU!!lent, :i.n 
lHl!'lenee, is that Swift saw the Deists as threats to 
established religion and that, therefore, ho satirized 
those who accepted the new "rational religion. 1.1 Although 
it is plausible th!at Sl.1•ift might have been ll!atirizine 
Deists, it does not necessar:1ly follo\'J that that was his 
main concern. !Us Houyhnhnms have no :religion; as a 
matter of fact there is no mention at all o£ rdigion 
in the last voyage. !f the fourth book :i.a satirizing 
any ideas t:1ealin1r. with rationalism, it is aat:l.r'i.zing 
roan t s pride in his power to r~~ason, a point about which 
S\df.t is implic:l.t when he has the Bouyhnhl111'11il, as ~Hall as 
the king of' Brohdingr:uag, comment on man 1.s capacity for 
cruelty and perversion or reason. There is no reason 
to believe that a· satlr1.c attack on Oe.ists would have 
....,-------
21 
Century (1660-1789}" in A LitN•art Histo:rx of EtH t~nd 1 ed. lllh•~rt C. Baugh (New Yorlt: Af.mleton-Oentury=<rrc ts, 
:Inc., 1948) 1 p. 858. 
lO~i!ilton Voigt, ill?.• cit,, p. 118. 
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succeeded, as Swift intended, in vexing mankind~ It 
could only have vexed Deists. As a t<rpical satire on 
Deists it would hnrdly ha'Te survived beyond the eighteenth 
century except as a kind of curiosity about a contemporary 
ei.ghteanth-eentury phenomenon. The emphas:l..s of critics 
who have accepted the Deistic theory ll<>s moved one >vi:':l.ter 
to observe, ironically, that whereas ''The nineteenth 
century {Senerally could not hear the Yahoos; the twentieth 
c~mtury cannot bear the Houyhnhnms. nll 
One of. the first influential proponents of the. 
Deistic theory is Mhs Kathleen Williams. In support 
or her position, she asserts that Swift oppM!Bd "all 
doctrines of the natural self-sufficiency of man. whether 
they were expressed in Deistic terrns or in the related 
pride of neo~Stoicism; and the Fourth Voyage of Q.uUiver' s 
Travels embod1.u that hostility. ul:2 Miss Wil11ams also 
states that i;he Houyhnhnms are· repellent creatures rather 
than id(~als to he admired and that they are intended to 
show "the inadequacy of the life of reason.n1 :3 Writing 
----·--
llJack G. Gilbert Jonathan Swift: Ronumtic and 
Jbrni.Q Moralist (Austin; Univa:rsity of 'l'exas Preaa, ~6}, 
p:J:35. 
12Kathleen Wil.:Uams, ''GulliVer'~;~ Voyage to the 
Hou;rhnhnms, ". A Casebook on Gulliver ;rr;one:· the Houxhnhnms, 
Milton P. Foster, edhor":'TNtilw Yor:k: omuT. Crowell 
Company, 1961), p. 193. 
13 . . .· .. Ibid., pp. 194-195. 
·--~--
a few years later ("Gulliver's Voyage to the Houyhnhnms" 
was first published in 1951), ahe eoncl1.1des that Swift 
satirized the Deists, through the Houyhnhnms, beoaltse 
he bol:l.eved them to be a greater danger to Christianity 
than the atheists 11rere.14 
Ernest '!'uveson, llllleh in agreement with foliss 
\'l'illiams,l? believes that Swift ffdetested the deists• 
with their reliance on reason. nl6 Neither Mr. Tuveson nor 
Miss Williams is able to quote Swift directly about hie 
utter detestation for Deists. Their theory is based 
almost. excJ.usiv<!!ly on Swift's faith in traditional Christian 
views and on his statements on the limits of reason as 
a guide for 1i ving. But where no direct evidence is 
avail.able such assumptions can be no mor1~ than conjaoture, 
right or wrong. In all of this Deistical criticism of 
Swift there is not one statement attributed to Swift 
directlywl1Tiffi-provea that Swift so hated Deists that he 
intended. to satiriZG t.hem. It is trur~ that t~wift was 
_ .... ____ """'"" 
But to equate reason with Deism is to accept one part 
as the whol@ itself. Mr. Tuveson, unconv:tncingly, argues 
that th!') fourth voyage is a kind of Ch:rhti.an alle!~o:ry • 
He concludes in hi$ eMay: 
'l'o see the pos:i:tive, the rnat:r:i.x of faith in which 
Gulliver is sat, 111e must. go to the Christian l!l()ralist. 
~~ ~~o~:~n;e~:P;:~:te!:f' men, Yahoos, and Houyhnhnms 
There :is ne denying t.hat Swift was a rrchr:i.st:i.an moralist, n 
but there is no need to beHave th;~t evo:t:'Y uttenmce of' 
hi.s was a !i!ermon on Christ:!.an:lty and thereforo 1 as illogi-
cally, an attack on Deist;s, who in their zeal. for a 
"raticral rel.i.g:l.on" questioned ":revealed :religion • n 
Swift may or may not have held the Detsts a:o threats, 
but to say that that ls the theme of the fourth voyage 
is ove:rtlimpli:f':i.eaHon. 
Interpreting Gu1Hver's final voyage as part o.f 
a Christi.an all.~.?gory can 1Had to extremes which do little 
to illuminate t.he book for the modern reader. Calhoun 
\'i1nton interpret(') the work not only as a defense of 
Ohriii!Uanlty but also as a satire on De:i,sm •. l''or ~~1r. 
Winton, GuUiver's journey parallels thllt of "Bunyan's 
traveler." He sees Gulliver as "a sot"'t of eighteenth~ 
centm•y English Everyman 11 who convert;~ to the Houyhnhnm 
---·-----··-
2$ 
:f'aith--Deism.H~ The important dif.ferencl'; in the paralleh 
is that Gulliver's journey is that of one whose gullibility 
moves him toward the acceptance of a rtperilo1;1s new reli-
gion •••• so tempting to rational :and rationalistic 
moderns but so de1'ic5.ent. • • • rtl9 Implied, of course, 
is that the reader in S'flift 1 a time would have seen the 
error in Gulliver's conversion by noting the ridiculous 
behavior of the Houyhnhnms in their adoption of purely 
rational behavior and by observing the even more ludicrous 
behaVior of Gulliver in attempting to emulat~l his idols. 
The limitations o£ Mr. Wintonls interpretation, 
as oi' all t.hose who see the tou:rth voyage primarily aa 
an argume.nt against, or a defense ot • a particular reli· 
gious doctrine, lleism• peculiar to a spec:l.fic era in 
history, :ta that .such an interpretation makes the work 
almost il:•relevant to any other period. It Clulliver' s 
Travels has survived as a· timeless and universal work of 
art • j.t necessarily n1ust have transeende1l such limit(od 
concerns. It has to be more than topical satire to speak 
to an audience two hundred years later. fl~thvard i'l. Rosenheim, 
Jr., persuuively argues that the fourth voyage goes 
_______ .. __ _ 
l8calhoun illinton, ''Corwe:rsion on t\he Road to · 
l!ouyhnhnmland, fl A Casebook 2!1 Gulliver ampng !:.h!i Houlhnhnms, 
2E• ~*' P• 271. 
l9:tbiq. t p. 280. 
far beyond the satiric. He asserts that Swift is more 
concerned with »answers to the kind of universal question 
which are the province not of the sat:l.:r'ie but of the 
ph:! losophic mind. "20 Mr. Roaenheim adds that true satire 
has an identif'iable victim tmd that this feature is 
obvious in the f'irat three voyages of Gulliver's •rravels. 21 
However, he continues. the last voyage is leas a satire 
than it :l.s a profound discovery. 22 What Gulliver discovers 
is that some men are l:H::latial, irrat:l.on.al, and proud. 
\'ihat he did not learn is that not all men are Yahoos. 
It is difficult not to agree with X.lr. RosenheimJ for 
surely the fourth book has had. to be more than topical 
satire to have survived as a work which needs cc:mstant 
re-examination as the assumptions about human nature 
change. And that it finds an interested audience today 
is due to the fact that what Swift said about the constancy 
o£ human foibles, if not an absolute, is as true today 
as it was in his time. In distinguishtng tho .fourth voyage 
from othl(lr satires, Mr. Rosenheim remarks: 
There are moreover works which ••• survive 
chiefly, ir not exciusi vely, for r()asons other than 
their satiric qualitias • • • most !3&ti:d.c works 
---~---
20mdward i'J. Roaenheim, Jr. 1 Swift and the Satirist' a Art (Chicago: The Un:ivarsity or Chicago l'ress;-I'963), 
p;'J.Ol. 
2ll!US• 1 p. 154~ 22Ibid., P• 160. 
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are speedily forgotten and ••• others survive 
fox· reasons othllr than their satiri.e $Xcellenee. • • • 
f'-1r. Itosenheim is correct, and .for that re<umn the <'u.•guine:nt 
that t,hfl fourth voyage is a satire against Deism is not 
convincing. It s•tYS much more about human nature and 
human behnvior than it does about Deism or Swift's alleged 
Several other critics of the Deistic theory have 
\teakened the are;ument o,f' l'f:r. Wedel and his supporters. 
Comment.tng on Irvin Ehrenpreis' s etmtement. that Swift 
was satirizing Deists. Mr. quint~.~na points out that 
S>IIU't Wl'H'>, rather, concerned with the theme of "the moral 
duaHam of man, a being not r.~tionale, only ts~_tionis 
Q,8)2a,x. n2.4 The strength of Y•!r. Quintana' a argument lies 
in t.he tact that SwH't, commenting on his forthcoming 
Gylliver 1 a ~rav!!!lst was explie:i.t in his famous letter-
to Pope on the suhjeot of manta capacity to r!'!ason,25 
and that nowh!'l.re. doas he mentton Deists :trt reltrt.icmship. 
to his book. George Sherburn' a analysis supports Mr. 
23Ibid., P• 104. 
2l;Jtic:ardo Cjl;tintana, »f{otes on Irvin Ehrenprds 1 s 
'The Origi.ns of Gu11iter1 s Travels,'; A q,asebook; Q.!l 
Q!!!li ver iJ!J..On.g ~ l!oujihiUinms, 2.2.• !.U.l•, P• 1£57 • 
25 An excerpt from Swi.ft' s letter and a .fuller 
discussion of t,he contents appear on p. 52. 
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Quintana's. He sees "no clear glimmer of religion in 
Gulliver's fourth voyage that would indicate any attitude 
toward revealed Christianity, whether .favorable or 
unfavorable, ,,26 The irony in S\..;.:l.ft' a not making the 
Houyhnhnms religious is thnt the attitudes and behavior 
of the Houyhnhnms, albeit non-Christian, are more Christian-
like than Gulliver's or those of other Christians. It 
would seem unlikely that, had Swift intended to satir:l.ze 
Deists through the Houyhnhnma, he would have made them 
so virtuous. For the modern reader, at least, such an 
interpretation would tend to encourage one to syro.path$.~<~e 
with the Deists, and that would hardly have bean Swi.t't's 
intent. '!'hose who accept the Deistic theory attempt to 
show that he cause the. Houyhnlmma app(~a:r ridiculous thread:l.ng 
needles, milking cows, and sitting on their "hams,n and 
that because Gulliver is as lud:lorous in his emulation 
of their gait, gutures, and spoech, Swift WI.!S pointing 
out the :i.nadequaoies of the life of rea!'lon. However 
preposh:rous suoh behavior seems, these absurdities are 
not enough to convince one that the life of r1>ason is not 
desirable. !£ 1.t is not a desirable gof.ll fox- man to strive 
to achieve, :lt :ls so only because man• being a creature 
29 
ot passions, is not a completely rational animal. 
Perhaps the best argument in :rebuttal of critics 
who support the Deistic theory is one presented by Louis 
A. r.anda, The flaw in their ptHiition, he discerns, is 
that they have fallen into a semantic trap by identifying 
"the lan6ua~e of rationalism with the substance of 
deism.n27 He explains that, although much of the language 
used in reference to the Houyhnhnme does have rationalistic 
implications, those characteri.stics are not the ttsole 
property of deists.n28 
~~ore recently, Jack Gilbert has offered an i.nter-
esti.ng analysis of the Deistic argument, showing that 
Swift's beliefs, in fact, were akin to those of' the 
Deists and that. he opposed them for what appeared to 
him their deliberate attemgt to undermine traditional 
Christianity, as well u the established church. He 
says that Swift was neither anti-rationalist nor llnti.,. 
dflisttc out of principle or disgust but only because of 
the threat they posed. About religion in the fourth 
voyage, he states that contrary to the pro-deist argument; 
the Houyhnhnm.s are, U.' anything, non-believers or 
27I,c:ntis A. Landa, nr:rom *Note on Irvin Ehrenpreis's 
The PersonalitJ· of Jonathan Swi£t, 1n! Casebook on 
nu!Hver ?,mon'i, "tfiii !!2.1oiYhnlinms, 2il· !U.l• • P• 2~. 
Mibid. 
atheist,!;. 29 The Houyhnhnms, he argues, "can much more 
be shown to embody Swift's p:rinciples, than be made to 
have superficial resemblances to the Deists," tmd, he 
eont:l.nues, "An :l.ncielental coincidemce has cre11ted a 
rash of critical distortion. uJO The coincidence which 
Mr. Gilbert implies occurs between the rationalism of 
the Houyhnhnms and that of' the Deists. 
Charles P<<Jake, in opposing the Deistic theory, 
shrewdly points out that 11 Bwift ~tas far too good and 
conscient:i.ous a satir1. st to hury a vital part of his 
message so deep that over. two hundred years should pass 
before it was disinterred."Jl 
JO 
The or.iti.Cs of the De:l.stio theory are not, however, 
tdthout their own weaknesses. Mr. Rosenheim, although 
he does not advocate that man imitate fully the extrava-
t;ances or Gulliver in his worship of reason, does suggest 
a degree of emulation: 
••• the power of Gulliver's discoveries to alter 
our vision of ourselves should move us to admiration 
rather than distaste for the Houyhnhnms. Our emotional 
tendency, if any1 should b4!! toward parti.eipation in, 
29Jack G, Gilbert, !?.£• ill.•; PP• 144-145. 
3°;r:Md., p. 145. 
Jlcharles Peake, 11Swift and the Passions," ! 
Casebook on Gulliver among the Houyhnhnm::J.· o,. _cit., 
-. 1'0" ·- ·---·- ·= p. ;c,.,h 
rather than rejection os'2nulliver' s own response 
to what he has learned. 
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Mr.; Sherburn has also become an apologist to-r the Houyhnhnmst 
but less convincingly, as he defends them against Deistic 
attacks. "l'ie must not too :r0adily assert a total laek 
of emotion among the Houyhnhmns," he states.:33 In order 
t.hoir abhorrence of Yahoos, including gn~r.l:tsh Yahoos, 
and th!ili:r ntondness" for th!!!i1• <mlts.34 These examples 
seem rather a strained effort to make the Houyhnhnms 
more palatable. It would have been impossible not to 
have given thlll hor,(!es some human t:rt>its besides reason 
t"lithout making them robots. The .t'nct that theae creatures 
hated Yahoos and mankind vmuld seam to have been :l.neludt~d 
,_ 
for tha purpose of comp~lr:tson and contrast, by •~hich 
Sw:i.ft could reveal the spi.tef.ul behavior o:f' Yahoos and men. 
In any event, the attitude ~wuld have been S~dft' s, not 
the Houylmhnms'. S'l"tift uses many maslts lv:ithout naces• 
sarily destroyinfr, the unity of his work. He speaks 
)2Edward \~. Ro11enheim, Jr., «The Fifth Voyage 
of Gulliver: J\ Footnote, n !'iodern PhilologY, l~X (Ncnrembar, 
1962) t p. 116. 
)3Qeorge Shtllrburn, 11Errors. Conc!lrning 'the Houyhnhnms," 
! Cas(lbook Q,!l Gulliver among ~ Hguxhnhnms • !ill• cit., 
p. 262. 
someti:uH~s throug;h Houyhnhnm~~, sor.H'ltim,lR through ,the ll::l.ng 
of B:robd:lnf'tnag, and• at other times, through Gulliver. 
'l'here is no reason why an artist must confine hir:~ belie:f'cl 
to th<~ utt.erancl1!s of. one charactex•. 
llwift, who re<llized the pot(mcy of the pasaions, 
could not hav<'l expected mankind to achieve the purity of 
the virtuous Houyhnhnms. He was e:<pHeit in his remarks 
about the Stoics, ,,;ho 11ould lop off a foot because they 
lacked shoes.35 The Houytmhnms are not models to emulate 
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l1Ut embodiments of na point of view. 11 llS ~~:r. f'(;ake stat<;~s, 
~tfrom wh~u:lh human behavior and human society can he 
p:rot:ttalJl:W examinod.lt36 For t,hat reason Mr. Rosonheim 
and i!;r. Sherburn are 1c~rong to suggest that such an ideal-. 
:ist:l.c' state is '~v'm remotely. possible, barring the ludicrous 
behavior of the Houyhnhnms. It is not only unat·tv;:l.nahle · 
but undesirable as ,..,ell. That it; not. to. <~ay man shou:l.d 
not strive to itnr>rove his state; he certainly needs to. 
Swift ·would have l'l.l!rn exami.ne himself thoroughly so that 
he might see the truth. He did not need to reveal truth 
by endow:l.ng one creature with all th@ virtu.elll and setting. 
it up as an 1\!xample to rollolt, .any more th.\m he might 
have endowed tha.t same creature with certain vieoa one 
-- -
35see PP• 61-62 for a detailed analysis o:t' this point. 
>6oharles Peake, loe. cit. 
--
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ought to avoid. 
?<i:tlton Volf?;t, perceiving th!~ errors of the proponents 
of the Deistic theory, lH!S e.ff'ectivr~ly challenged the 
critics who, 1.n attempt:i.ng to reverse tha trend, have 
overst;ated their caso. lh~ sums up well tho wef1knesa of 
such criM.cs: 
The usual tendency among critics who rodst the 
rid:l.eulousness of the Houyhnhnm is to bathe the 
Houyhnhmn in lachrir~ae ~·erwn, whlch convinces tl.l-1 of 
the critics' wistful yearning for a better society, 
or at lear;t a more tractable human being, 37tber than 
of' the Houylmhnm' s :f'rudom from absurdit•Y• 
The major weaknes~J in both the Dei.stic th¢ory and 
in the theory of those who ra.rute it is that both :sides 
place more emphasis on the attitude and behavior of the 
llouyhnhruns thnn they do on Gulli vm.·• s reaction to both 
Houyhnhnm and Yahoo and, by analogy, to man. It seems 
hardly necessary to complicate the meaning of the work 
by making the Houyhnhnms tht\l center of Swi.t't1 s concern 
and proceeding from that theory to determine what Swift's 
attitude was toward rationalism and/or :rational religion. 
Both views, therefore, relegate Gulliver to a minor 
:role in the satire, since his di.scoverhs and the influence 
of those discoveries upon h:tm become less important t.han 
the symbolic meaning or the Houyhnhnms. In both interpre-
37M:tlton Vo:l.gt 1 ~· cit., p. 115. 
tations evf'!n the Yahoos become unimportant. They would 
seem no more than contrasts ;-;hieh amplify the virtues 
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of the Houyhnhnms. But Swift, who proposed to vex mankind, 
was, in the fourth voyage, more concerned tdth revealing 
the truth about man and his behavior than he was about 
stating his position on a particular religious or philoso-
phical theory of the time. Gulliver, not the Houyhnlmtns, 
is the most important character in the book, and Swift's 
meaning must he determined from what Gulliver discovers 
< ' 
about man and from what Gulliver does after his discovery. 
The liouyhnhnms and the Yahoos simply represent the life 
of reason and the life of passions respectively. The 
r!ladl'lr needs to understand that, unlike Gulliver, he 
cannot deny ei.ther but must find his place between the two. 
O.t' course, no erit:l.e or reader presumes to find 
the ultimate meaning intended by on author, especially 
one \'l'ho cannot be quest1.oned or ;-;ho might not respond 
if he were questioned. As in Swif·t 1 s ease, letters, 
sermons, tracts, and fiction, which are available for 
thorough exam:ination, are not always as explicit about 
a man's thoughts as one might hope them to be. In fact, 
as happens wlth writers today, the author himself cannot 
or will not always :f'urni sh the preciseness one might desire. 
Oritica of' Swift have not presumed to discover the ultimate 
meaning Swift intended in the voyage to the Houyhnhnms, 
but. they have, in the last four decades, provided the 
modern reader with a wealth of studios through which 
he may better unde:rst<md and apprec::iat•e the work. The 
last :t'ou:r decades, for the most part, have seen :tnti!II'-
p:retation<l that have taken the fourth voyage out of the 
1<~10 hundred years of prejudices vrhich obscured :rather 
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the~n revealad. However :readers may int~:lrpret the Houyhnhnms, 
as Deists or as i.doalistio embod:tmnnts of virtue, they 
no longer considElr the work as Thackeray, his contemporaries, 
and hill predecessors. view<!!ld :i.t, as "horrible, shar~eful, 
unmanly, and blasphemous • .,38 There is a compatibility 
among the modern c:rit.ics in that most of them accept 
the.intBrp:retation that Gulliver, not Swift, is the 
misanthrope and thtit man has foolishly prided h:i.mself' 
on his capaclty 1m reason, despite the evidence wh:l.ch 
proves that he is not a completely rational animal. 
---- - ---
Man's only hope of salvation ia to find a rational position 
somewhere in between the two extremes in man's natan:e. 
--.......-·"--·---
CHAPTl~H III 
.~:t.:<t!:l!£.!! ,!;,2. ~ §.tudz, 'l'he last voyage of Lemuel 
Gulliver is the aulmi.nating one in which he misunderHtands 
and ultimately ir;nor<\?rJ the most important discovery of 
his travels; but more :l.mportantl.y the final voyage is an 
1m-elicit w.srning to the reader that he must avoid the 
fnt,e of Gulliver, whose madness derives from his failure 
to accept himself for what he is--a creature •,dth a 
dual nature, guided by both passion and reason. · Confronted 
by Yahoos, Cr!H.ltures guided purely by instinct and 
completely devoid of renson, nnd. by Houyhnlmms, creatures 
devoid of pasflions and guid.ed purely by reason, Gulliver 
is tn a posttion to see both sides o.f man's nature; 
hut he fails to make the important discovery that man, 
unlike the.se creatures, has a dual nature. Since thArf~ 
is much in tlw behavior of the Yahoos ~4hich is rernin:i,scent 
of his otm p,peciea, Gullivar concludes that l'Kl and his 
race are in fnct Yahoos. His disguot for man kno1~~.l no 
bounds, and he, thl!lrefore, vows to devote tho remai.mler 
of his life to the cmlt:i.vation of reason. Gulliver's 
u1tjmate failure :ts his :refue~al to accept the animality 
:in his nature, rmd through hi. s di saVOi'll'll he denil:H; the 
real:l.ty of h1. G own e:xistonee. HO\,H!ve:r much man may aspire 
to behave w:!.th complete rationality, he can never deny 
the inst:Lncti.ve part of' his nature. (The bent he can 
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ever hope to attaln is an equi.libriurn in wh~,ch his reason 
assuages his baa<lr instincte, particularly his propensity· 
for greed am! brutality 11hich threaten to armihilnte hia 
speci.es. 
Jonatban ;:1\1ift was keenly awo:ra that 1.nan in not 
a completoJ.y rational tm:l.m.a1 1 but, nn an5.ma1 only c~wable 
of rea son. Th:l. s judgn;ont is Swift's ph:IJ.oso·phical state-
mant about the true nature t>f man, and not, as many readers 
and c:rH,i.cs would have it, o5,thor a m:!.santhr.o~Jic cond(anma• 
tl.on of man, the Yahoo, or an exhortation for mankind to 
rtd it~~olf of its passions and emulate thn llouyhnhnm. 
Man is rwither Yahoo no1• Houyhnh:nm, but a compos:i.te of 
both. 
•llt5\"{ ... \J ... >v),L(.\o\, 
\ 
St~if't t g pronouncement Ghould hn:rdly have been 
a surp:dsing one. The record of man's inhumanity to 
t.Mn trwoughout history is evidence enough to prove that 
ruortl, often than not man's Yahoo-nature has prevailed 
over his retlson, and, des$r'Vf)dly1 S;vif't has moved to 
censure man when he is at his worst. Howew<r, Swift 
does quallfy h:i s 5.nd:ictmont of manldmi, .f'or he admitt€<d 
to loving ·th~~ individual. \fihat Gulliver ro:l"u:Hls to acc~lpt 
is that there are num who merit othera1 adm:iration. 
H:l s reE;cuer, Don Pl'>dro, ahould have been proof tmough 
of the fact that not all men are Ytlhoos. Thi::J fact 
is the d:tst1nct1.on Gulliver never mak(~S, but which the 
r~>ader should come to realize, 
hfhat Swift i:J. t0lling the rc<.\v:!.er it> that he must 
see h:lm!;el.f fo:r what he is and that he must come to termo 
with hi$ dual rmture. Too of'ten m;m has :remained complacent 
bP.CI:luse ho has falsely nr:idod himself on h:i.s abili.ty to 
reason. Such pride has often blind1..1d him t<> tho truth--
that man is only capable ot." reason5.ng and that too often 
he. perverts that gift. Swif't leads Gulliver and the 
reader to this discovery in the f':l.nal voy.'ag;e o.f Gulli ve:r' s 
!!:§.v<C>ls; but, wherens Chllliver is led to madness. the 
rea. dar. is given the cho:i.ce of avoidi.ng Gulli ver 1 s fate. 
Gull'i.ver is typical o.f the man ~Jho, wl;len .faced 111'ith truth 
about h1.mself and hi.s specias, bl.\ames everyone else but 
himself for whatcv{>.r. depr&vi.ti!'ls or outrages the sp~lc:l.es 
:i.s guilty of.. 'l'h:l.s denial of h:ts m1n aninmUt.y Hnd 
compHd:ty is arrogant and i:rresponr;:i.hle r<Jt>:i.onalization 
at best and madnes11 at ~~orst. The world iB full of 
Gu11ive:rs who, desj.ring to be blameless of the more 
ignominious reoord of m1m• s mdstence rather th>m eu:ho.it 
to being knaves, try to absolve themselv0s of' guilt, 
like fools, behind a mask or self~deception. 
One n(H>.d only review th<~ history of man in the 
l.ast; fifty yearl'l to reaUze that much of Sw:Lf't' a indictment 
of mankind is as deserved today as it was in ~'lwif't 1 :1 
time. The enormities perpetrated by man upon his ow:n 
kind are hardly examplllls of reasonable behavior, yet 
man remains dece:l.ved in prid:tng htmself on his ability 
to rMson. In tact, th€; incrA!H>ed brutal:l.zution oi' man 
testifieo to the fact that as man's knowledge cumulates, 
the PfH'Y<lrsion of his reason inc:rei-aliH'lS proportionally. 
For this rMason Clull:tver's Travel!! and much of Swift's 
other writings are as relevant to the twentieth century 
as thl!ty were to the eightel'lnth century. 
/.-·~· 
~lthough the four worlds Gulliver visit;s are 
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:l .. l11!1!1:inacy, they 3l"El, as Harold D. Kelling points out, 
"timeless lands which throw into different perspectives 
not merely the eighteenth century s<Hme hut ~pe relatively 
permanent moral nature of civilized man, ul and, as Gilbert 
Highet more l.·ecently noted, "a journey ••• through 
v~;rious aspects of human lite~-in four bad spells.n2 
However, the most import.ant 1md relevant of the four 
voya!!;ns is the last one, in which the travels culminate 
and the one in v.Jhich Gulliver and the re.!lde:r must reflect 
-------......--
lHarold. U. Kelling 11Gulliver 1 s Trgvela: A Comedy 
of Humours, n Universit;.:: of TOr'onto iJ.uartorii, ::x! 
(July, 1952) .P. 365. -
2G:Ubert Highet, The fnatom:t of Satire (Princeton: 
Princeton University PreiS;' ~6::!), p:-l$9. 
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on man's true nature. The last journey is truly nan 
exploration into the world of the self. n3 It is a journey 
which leads to a discovery all mankind must make or be 
condemned to relive the past, as he seems to be doing. 
Up to the first quarter of the twentieth century 
the general reaet:ton of readers and er:l.tics to the fourth 
book of Gulliver's Travels wu to call Swift a vile 
misanthrope. whose contempt for mankind was endless. 
This kind of criticism tends only to prove that, when 
faced ~t.rith the truth, men would rather avoid the ugly 
realitiu and defl'lnd \'lith arrogant pride thdr po\>er 
to reason. Most serious readers and critics today, 
however, no longer believe that Swift wal\l a miaarrt,hrope; 
and they do so ri.ghttully, considering that modern events 
still illustrate that man• s capacity to reason has not 
minimized his oapac:'ity for cruelty. Perhaps the most 
convincing rebuttal which should, once and for all, 
discourage those who still might consider 1;,'\~ift a misanthrope 
is the following cogent statement by Ricardo Quintana: 
• • • Whli!t used to be called Swift t s pessimism strikes 
most of us today as merely common saru:~e, and it 
Gulliver's Travels is placed beside some of our 
mvn sadria writings--to say nothing of modern 
existentialist plays and novels--it may, indeed, 
-------
3Milton B. Foster, nJ:ntroduation 1 " A Casebook 
Gulliver l!mong :!:.!:!!. Houx:hnh!}!J!Bt 2.£• cit. • p; :d. 
on 
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seem a compa:rati vely cheerful book. Ho>'lever that 
may be, one can at l.Mst say that its po~itive doctrines 
no longer repel instantly and violently. . · 
Too often the appreciation and understanding of 
the fourth voyage have been obscured by irrelevant con.cerna 
wi·th fhdft' s sanity, misanthropy, or scatology. Gulliver's 
'l'ravel!'l :h a 111ork of art, and "'hether it succeeds as 
such depends on its own merits and on nothing, else. 
Th~tt it has succrHlded on its mvn merits ill obvious, and 
as a classic it remains timeless and uni varst,l. One of' 
the 1nrportant · quost:tons to consj.der about a work of 
1i t;e:ratu:ro is: "DoEH$ it reveal tr·uth ?" 'l'he twentieth-
century reader is perhaps in a better poaitton to appre-
ciate the validity of' Swift's conclusions about hum1~n 
nat,u:re. C:r:l.t:!.ca of the eip;hteenth and n:!.ntlteenth centuri.ea 
failed to appreciate S;dft 1 s irony because they accepted 
Swi:l't as a rniflanthrope. The eighteenth-century l:'ationalist, 
the nineteenth-century romantic, and t>hll Victo:r:i.tm opUmist 
all found Swift's view of human nat,ure too pessimistic 
to have appreciated him fully. It is also true. as 
Samuel Kliger state$• "that each eentury makes :its own 
assumptions about human nt~ture" and that, therefore, the 
m~'aning of Gulliver's Travels is never Ttf.'b:ad. "5 Navar-
-----~·""''-~--
Oxford 
4Rieardo Quintana • Swift 1 An Introduction (London: 
Uni varsity Press, 195~ l 1 pil43. 
5samuel .Kliga:r, 11The Unity of' Gulliver's Travels, '1 
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thelesa, the two intervening centuries have proved Swi:!.'t 
to be right. Because Swift's assumptions about human 
nature are more acceptable to the modern reader. his 
masterpiece 1.s more relevant today th~an it has been in 
the last two centuries. 
Gulliver and ·SV!i.ft in Houyh:nhnmland. The most 
- ----.-- -· ' -
import.,mt revelation Sl'!lift provides in Gulliver's last 
voyage is a discovery Gulliver never does make but which 
the reader should. It is not that man is a eompl~Jte 
Yahoo but that man complacently p0rsiats in the folly 
of believing that he is a completely rational bei.ng .• 
Setting Gulliver on the vantage point from which he can 
ob.serve thn extremes in human nature, the best:!.:c~l Yt.{hoo 
and the rat:tonal Hc)uyhnhnm, S\'1if't places the reader 
at an objocth(' position from ~<h:leh he may view himself' 
~Hl he really is. \llhat Gulliver' and the retJder discover 
is that, though m<m is capable of reason, he in more 
often ir:rat1<:ma1 than rati.onal. 'What Gulliver does 
which the rMdor should avoid· i.s to e.xtcmd that discovery 
into nep;ativo and n:i.hilistic philosophy. Any discmrery, 
by def.i.ni tion, ir1pli.es the acqu:i.sitic)n of' knowledge. 
GulliVHl' discoven much but learns little. 'l'he reader 
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is right to ident1..fy with Gulliver to the extent that 
both are making discoveries about man simult1meouslY. 
Too oft<Jn, (}ulliver has b!'len given undeserved credit for 
learning fron; h:i.s discoveries. Althou~h he :l.s p:rovided 
with t.h~l opportunity to learn much about human nature, 
he makes wrong assumptions. Robert B. Heilman states: 
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11Ther.e is no doubt that under t.heir l}!ouyhnhnms ~ tutelage 
Gulliver becomes a much more perceptive man.n6 Th1.s 
1.nte:rpretation is unconvincing, since Gulliver is ultimately 
maddened, rather than enlightened• by his discoveries, 
Edward w. l'iosenheim also gives Gulliver undeserved credit; 
however, he is 
to share ~ . . 
correct in stating th~1t the reader "is asked 
in the substance of Gulliver's discoveries. n7 
The reader must d.iasoc1.att~ himself' from Gulliver when 
O·ull.iver fails to profit from his discoveries and, :l.nstead, 
becomes irrattonal and• finally, mad. The exact point 
at which the dissociat1.on should occur is not precisely 
clear, nor is it really important 1 since Gulliver• s 
conversion to the worship of reason is gradual. However, 
it begi.na 11ith Gulliver' a expulsion from Houyhnhmnland. 
As he takes leave of his llouyhnhnm master, his admiration 
6Robert B. Heilman, !m• £.it., p. x:x:i. 
7Edward w. Rosenheim, Jr .. , liThe Fifth Voyage of 
Gull:i.ver: A Footnote• ff Modern Philologz,. !m• cit., p. 116. 
(See P. 68 o.f this thesis For a fuller treatmmit or· r..r:r. 
Rosenheim' s ideas.) 
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clearly turns to worship: 
But as I ''~~' s go:l.ng to prostrate myself to kiss hie 
Hoof, he did me the Honour to raise it gently to 
my Mouth. I elm not ignorant how much I have been 
censured for mentioning this last Particular. Detractors 
arn plc~sed to think it improbable, that so illustrious 
a Person. should descend to give so grElat a ~ark of 
Distinction to a C~·e.ature s.o inferior as I. . 
Gulliver's condition worsens a:3 he begins to :!.mitai;e 
their beh;wiox•, 'arid it turns to madness when he :i.s unable 
to dist:tngulsh Yahoo from man, av0n from un obviously 
good man such as Don Pedro, his resou!'lro 'i'ho madness is 
complete when he decides to live with horses upon his 
return to England. 
The most compelling evidence showing that Swift 
WR s not. a misanthrope is tho hoptl whlch he held out for 
Gulliver's recovery. The final chapter of the last 
voyage shows Gulliver as not only mad but also a completn 
m1.:%mthrope. He :ts also 11 smi.tten with !)'J:s!Q.. 11 a vice 
he attributes to others but. which he dcll&~3 not. recogni.?.e 
in h:l.rnselr. 9 For all his self-deception he is slowly 
recovering. Ho\H'!Vor, he has 'begun, aa he states at tho 
end of th~3 book, '1 ••• to permit my Viife to sit at 
Dinner with me, at the farthest End o:t' 11!• long Table, •• ,n 
---- -
8,'3<.d.ft, Gullivo:r's Travels, Vol. II, 2,12.• ill_., 
P• 2$2. 
even though he must stuff his nose 11with Rue, Lavender,. 
or Tobaceo-!.eaves" to keep out t;he offensive smell of 
Yahoos.10 This apparently prideful tolerance in itseli' 
:l.s not significant. What is signi.t'icant, however, is the 
first sentence which begins the narrative of the fourth 
voyage: 
I continued at home with my lgif'e and Children 
about five l'lOnths in a very happy Condition, if I 
could hav!1learned the Leason of knowing when I was well. 
Since Qull:i:vnr ia wri.t1.ng in retrospect, he has had 
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tima to consider what he has done as he is commcmting on 
his oxperiences. More importantly, this adm.ission reveals 
Swift' a att1,tude toward Gulliver's ocmversion. It shows 
that f!Ven St<ift held h<lpe for Gulli iHn'' s recovery. And, 
finally, it proves not only that Swift was not a misan-
thrope but also that he did not approve of the misanthropy 
he bestowed upon 'hil!l main character, 
Herbert Davis is only pnrtblly correct in his 
conclusion that Swift 11d:td not wish to presc:r.•ibe for the 
sickness or humMtity, having no hor)e of its recovery, 
but he could not refrain from proh:tn&:;. anatomizing, l'lnd 
diagnosin1~ its mt;Jlady. • • • nl2 To accept this analysis 
York: 
lO:tbid., p. 295. ll:tbid., p. 221. 
12Herbe:rt Davis, !llil Satire 2£ Jonathan 
'l'he 1·1acmillan Company, !94?), p. "'1"65. 
Switt (New 
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completely is t,o accept the misanthropy of Std:f't. The 
satir:i.Ht may diagnose and prescr:i.be at th(,; name time• 
and Swil't 1 s satil"tl is euch a prescript1.on. It is invalid 
to prasume that 1:3\-Tift held no hope for mankind merely 
beco.use he expo sed man 1 s 'll'ices. It is not the function 
of the satirist to praise virtue, but to expose vice and 
fol.ly. S;~ift him8elf admits t,hat the purpose o! his 
mastorp:l.ece was '1to vex the ~~o:rld :rathe1· than divert it, ,;13 
though he managed t.o do both, S1r1itt, like most sat:!.rists, 
vexes through his probes and diagnoses and at the same 
time provides tho proverbial bi·tter pill as pr·escription 
enough. It is not Swift's fault that the reader refuses 
the diagnosis and the prescription, as d:l.d Gulliver. 
It is preci.sely on this point that many interpreter$ of 
his most aaustic sati.:re have misunderstood Swift's intent. 
(,'harles Paake wisely .remarks that "because th~1 sat:l.rist 
may say nothing good of some aspect of human nature or 
behavior, the r<Jeder is apt to assume he has !lOthing 
\ good to say of it. ,;14 It is the genius of Swift that 
he was abl.e to d:l.ar,nose and by implicat-ion to prescribe, 
l3tetter from Jonathan Swift to Ale11:ander Pope, 
September 29 1 1725, in Harold_ l~illiams <_ea.) 1 ilJe Correspondtmae g! J<:m.athan Swift 1724·1731 (ux ord 
Univers!ty. Press. !9031';-!:ti. p. 102. (Subsequent refpr-
enees to letters of' Swift and Pope are to thls edit:l.tm.) 
14charlflls Peake, llll.• ili•, p. 2S2. 
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and one must not lose sip,ht o.f' the fact thnt as a Christian 
moral:l.t;t he· did not have to be in the pulpit to preaoh. 
That is not to t3ay, o:f' course, that Gulliver's Travels is 
a sermon. 
The crucit~l point of Gulli ver• s stay 1rfi th the 
!Iouyhnhnms occurs when Gulli V!':lr begins to realize the 
degree to which his own race has perverted reason. 
It i$ tho fir.nt of many revelations which lead M.m to his 
final state. Naively shaking his head n~md smiling a 
little" ttt tho "Ignorance'' of his host, who has never 
heard of t'inr, Gulliver dosc:d.bes £'or him tho fiendish 
v<naponry v;hich men have cont:ri ved to slaughter one another.l5 
Gulliver's companion is horri.fied, and., having at; first 
crodit(lld Gulliver and his raca •lith having soma degree 
of reason, he is aompletely dism.'!lyed and disgu:~ted by 
such a creature who "pretending to Reason, could be 
16 capable of such Enorm:1.ties. • • • " . Oulli.ver does not 
herin to :rea.H?.:e his own indictment until h:l.s host, 
havi.ng heard enout.~h, compll t"HO Gulli Vtn•• a race unfavorably 
to the Yahoos. Although th(' Houyhnlmms hate t>he Yahoos, 
much of whose behavior reflects man's own, he no more 
blames them .for the:i.r ~'~odious qualities• than ••• a 
--.... ·-~---
l5swift, Gulliver's Travels, !lll.• s:,!t,., P• 247. 
l6:tbid., p. 2Ml. 
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C!l'\n,ayh (a Bird of' Prey) fo:t' its Cruelty, or a sharp 
Stone for cutting his Hoot.nl7 Clearly man, unlike the 
Yahoo who is a creature e;uide<l exclusively by instinct, 
cannot justify his behavior· and stiU believe himself 
to be a rational animal. If he hopes to rationali?.e 
such behavior as adlnittadly brutal but necessary for 
self-defense, he cannot dismiss the further indictment 
which cannot so eas:lly be .justifi.ed or rationalized. 
In a catalog of vices, all too familiar to man, Gulliver 
reveals furth~lr the inhuman treatment man visits on 
his own kind: 
But, :!.n ordor to feed the Luxury and In:tempe:rance 
of the r,rales, and the Vanity of the l~elnal.es, we 
sent away the greatest Part of our necessary Th:l.ngs 
to other Countries, from whence in Return we brought 
the Materials of Diaeas;~!ls. Folly, and Vice, to spend 
among ourselves. Hence it folloltla of Nec<!lssity, 
that vast Nmnhera of our People are compelled to 
seek thC'!ir Livel:!.hood hy Begging, Robbing, Stealing, 
Cheating, Pimping, Forswearing, Flattering, Subornin{), 
Forging, C!amtng• l.y:l.ng, Fawning, Hecto:r:i.;ng, 1/ot:lnt;. 
Scrtbbling, Stargadng, Poyaon:l.nth \¥rtnoring, Canting, 18 Libelling, Free-thinking;, and the like Occupations: • , • 
At'ter contrast:l.ng the vices of his race with the 
natural v:i.rttws o.f tho Houyhnhnms, Gulliver thinks he · 
underf!M . .mls tl:lo comnlet.e truth amt resolves, thcn.•efore, 
"never to return to human Kind. • • • " His friend, 
whom Gullivor acknowledr.;es as his m.aster, concludes 
---·--~--
p. 252. 
from Gull:ivar's dhclosure that the human race hilS only 
a "small Pittance of Reason" of which he makes "no other 
Use than by :itm i\s5:!.11Jtanc:ct to aggravat,e IJ1i:i] natural 
Corruptions, and to acquire new ones which Nature had 
not given. ~ • • ,.19 
This pronouncmnent is the indictment S1dft makes 
on mankind, and it ce~·tainly is 1as vexing as he promised 
to make it. But it is one na:l.thl'lr Gulliver nor the 
reader c~,~n deny. It should be cleeu:• at this point in 
the final voyage that S\>'if"t is apoakii1f!: thl'Ough both the 
Houyhnhnm and Gulliver. since Gulliver is reporting 
the Houyhnhnm !'(~action. lt is also the point at which 
Gulli ver1 s discovery and, consequently, his education 
end. Those who have denounced Swift as a misanthrope 
identified him \'lith Gulliver throughout the hook and 
therefore concluded that llwift, Hke Gulliver, renounced 
man, choosing, rather, to l:tve apart :f'rom the rest of' 
man, as Gulliver does finally, and that Swift set up the 
Houyhnhnms as models to imitate, which Gulliver does do. 
!t matt<Jrs little, except as a satirical jab at theme who 
~muld x·aUonali:ae thGir own failings, that Gull:Lve:r 
chooses to live apart from mankind. '"1ult matters i.s 
that the rlilador should not follow Gulliver but remain 
. _____ .. _ 
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to see the enti:re truth about rnan and through self-knowledge 
be bett,er prepared to come to to:rma with himself and. hb 
world. Gulliver's self-deception proves conclusively 
that he does not show even a pittance of' reason; instead• 
he shows the capacity of man to rationalize and then to 
call his :rational:!.zation reason, !U.s final and complete 
conversion as he begins t.o emulate Mlfl Houyhnhnms• neighing 
speech and their gait CEm only be madness. 
After M.s initial and shocklng discovery that 
man pt1rverts reason, Gulliver i.s unable to make sound 
judgments, and his tragedy lit~s in h:l.s failure to distin-
guish not only between Yahoo and man hut also between 
man and Houyhnhnm. Whereas the Yahoo behaves only by 
instinct, as Gulliver's master po:i.nts.out 1 the Houylmhnm 
Hves 1.ntuitively by reason. The llouyhnhnms are, in 
.fact, guided by an absolute reason, which aznounts, para-
doxically, to a kind of' instinct:l.ve reason. By nature, 
therefore, H' not ln behavior, the Yahoo and the Houyhnhnm 
aro more alike than eith~r is like man, for both are 
extrMlO posii;ions. This distinet:ton is importrmt since 
neith<n' Yahoo nor Houyhnlmm has much choice in the way 
he behaves. Gulliver refuses, or is UllJ!Jible, to recognize 
th!lt he, as \tell as the rest of his kind, is !!;Uided by 
both instinct and r~Jason, Gulliver misunderstands his 
discovery by misi.ntm'N'eting !l.nd by IH:cept'lng the Houyhnhnm 
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statement that 11Rf:;ason alone is 
--
sufficient to govern a 
Rational Creature. ,.20 He fails to see tha.t the cr<!!atures 
he so admires are devoid of' passion and that. because 
he does have passions, he is not a completely rational 
animal. Furthermore, although reason is sufficient for 
govern:tng a purely rational creature, it is foolish to 
beHave thflt man can deny his passions and live completely 
by his reason. Because of his dual nature he can no 
more deny one aspect of' it than the other. In fact, he 
must accept that duality or else live forever deceived, 
!Hl Gulliver chooses to live in order to satisfy himself 
that he is not a Yahoo, or is, at least, a superior one. 
Gulliver does persist in being deluded rather than coming 
to terms with reality 1 therflby remaining in a kind of 
blissful state or ignorance similar to the st;;ate or 
hanpiness Swift defines in his "Digression Concerning 
Madner.;s'' as "fl. f.ornetU13,1 Posses~;lion 2£.. !l.eing !.!!1. Deceived 1121 
and consequently in 11The Serene Peaceful State of being 
a 'Fool among Knaves. u22 Truly, we are all knaves, a 
condition less deceiving, however, than being utter fools. 
Mueh has been written and debated about Gulliver's 
20tbid., P• 259. 
-
21Jonathan Swift, ! ~ 2! ! ~. Vol. I, p. lOS. 
22Ibid., p. 110. 
last voyage and about what Swift meant or did not mean in 
his b1.ting satire; however, thwre is no reason for not 
taking St'llift at his word. Swift clearly outlined, while 
still working on his mast~1:rpieoe, not only his purpose 
11nd intentions but h:l .. s philosophy on hUlllan nature as 
'\'Jell. The most, r<;asonabl!'l app:roaoh for one to follow 
in the hope of underrJtanding Gulliver's '!':ravels \rould 
be, therefore, to rely more on Swi:f't 1 s own statements 
than on someone else's intnrpretat:tons. In his letter · 
to Alemnder Pope, in which he vowed to vex ·thE! ,,,orlr1 1 , 
he a1 so. presented h:l.a famous indictment of mankind: 
"• •• principally I hate and detest that animal called. 
man, although I hartily love John, Peter, Thomas and 
so forth. • • Although t,hese mhgi.vings about man 
appear to be pure invective, r31'1ift doe:~~ temper his indict-
men1; 1'Jith aignif':l.cant qualifieations. Unlike S;~irt, 
Gulliver gives a blanket condemnation in his diatribe 
aga:i.nst mnnk:tnd and holds absolutely no hope for the 
human race. Swift is hardly Gulliver,· and the qualifi-
cat:!.on he does retain is. the diff.e:renee between Gulliver's 
complete pessim:!.sm and S>'iift's hope, which must lie in 
man as an :i.ndhidual, Gulliver h brought close to 
:r.eal:l..ty, but he shows that he completely misunderstands 
__ ,__,.,. ____ _ 
2Jtette:r from Swift to Pope, !:ill.• m• • p, 10). 
or ignores what h further revealed to him: 
As these nobla l!ouyhnhnms are endowed by Nature 
with a general Dhposition to all Virtues and have 
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no Conceptions or Ideas of ~1hat is evil in a !'{lt:l.onal 
Creature; so their grand 'Maxim 1.a to cult:lvate Reason, 
and to he ~~holly governed by it. Ndthe:r is Reason 
among them a Point problematical !Hi ~Jith us, whGre 
filen cnn argue with Plausibility on both Sidos of a 
Quest :ton; but strikes you ~1:tth immediate C:onvict:tonj 
'Hl it must needs do v<here it is not min!Jlad, obscured, 
n'l'\ _ti-te!'.nn'li'\\1,.,.AA h>tr Paeom!jn.n ~'"A '*f'li'\+-6.,...~~"'-+"--J!j4 ~..- .... . ._..,,,.....,W>;il' ..... .,.-- •-''•"'" -J "'T,;;l"""'\0.;1'4•~"~·' t;Jil"''-~ .... ii<.C.V'I..,JJ,. ~,;.«'iY. . 
Poor Gulliver struggled tvith all his limi.tatinns to under-
stand, but nevEn'theleas, 8wift in his double irony has 
Gulliver admtt that it v;as difficult for him to make h:l.s 
master comprehend thli! mean:l.ng of the word g,pi.nion since 
rMson allowed men ffto affirm o:r deny only vlhara \~e 
a:re certain; and beyond our Knowledge we cannot do 
either.n25 l\lthough Swi.ft, in these last t\-vo excerpts• 
is satirizing the soph:tst:ry which is itthG:rent in arguing 
on both sides of a question, particularly if the aim is. 
p:rim<en-·ily to aco:re points, ht~ does reveal that man has 
th~ capacity and .t'reHldom to mak!l decisions. This capacity 
for :retH:1ontn1~, although not always used wisely, is a 
preci.ous gift th•) Houyhnhnms do not possess and is what 
differentlates m!m f:rom that ideal tl:reature. That gift 
ls one which S\"lift recog;nizes ln his sermon, fiThoughts 
24swHt, Gulliver's f':ravels, Q..e.• ill•, p. 2~7. 
25:rbid. 
--
on !religion. !l 
tiiHl:rty of conaciencq;, properly spMkinr;, is no 
more than the l:l.berty of possessing our own them.ghts 
and opin:l.ons, ~<h:lch e~gry man enjoys ·~~ithout fear of 
the rn.'lgist;rat;e •••• • 
It :l.s i.mportant to note at thh1 po:!.nt that the 
Honyhnhnms are not sip,nificant as character studies. 
The fallacy in 
tendency of' many cr1.tics to discuss Houyhnhnms as though 
th0y werA somehow humans, or ev1m ideal humans. Too much 
has been made of these crMtures. It matters not at all 
that they IHlpear :ridiculous in their human gestures-~ 
sitting, building, cooking, etc. Nor is any wo:rt;hwhile 
purpose SlH'V0d in theorizing about their limitations, 
such as Mr. F;ddy' a concern ~dth their .lack of dignity •. 
It is not even relevant to d:l.scuss the obviou:> lack o:f.' 
compa sdon :'l.n their decis:lon to expel Gulli ve:r :f'ro:n 1;heir 
homeland because he re;;;emhled Yahor)s. These concerns 
morfll.y detract from the real issue. ~there is no need 
to analyze the motives or the character of the Houyhnhnms 
as though they ':fJere humans. The t'ourth book is about 
man and his Hm:i.tati(ms, not about the Houyhnhnms and 
their faiH.ngs. They aro roason person:l.fied. It is 
-----... ·----
Tracts 
r:.:mda, 
by Mr. 
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Gulli Vfn' who must be analyzed; and, more importantly, 
it is the read1~r who muHt analyze himself and hili! spEleies, 
for he has ·the capacity to do so. 'l'he ntibcn•ty of 
Conaci>'lnce" wh:tch Swi.!t defines and which he says every 
man Vln;ioys 1.s exclusi.vely rmm' B gift. Therefore, it seems 
gratuttous to discuss the faiHng of a purely mythical 
orellture who happens to be a character :!.n a book as though 
that crMture 1'10re human, let. alone the author's major 
con corn. 
Since m.an can never be certain of anything, the 
best he can do in his struggle to do rie~ht is to be 
guided by his conaoianoe. The uncertainty \~ith wM.ch 
man is forever confronted is not, as Gulliver notes, 
11 problemHtical '' wit.h the Houyhnhnms. 'rhey may be fortunate 
in this respect, but, although they need not struggle 
with their conscienc1Hl 1 neither do they have thdr own 
thoughts and op:tnions, which all men enjoy. Gulliver, 
theref'o:r.e, foolishly bef.r,ins to worship :reason, not realizing 
that man's dual nature, though at times a curse, :!.s a 
ble:ss1.ng as >'>'ell. The last book, for that reason, may 
be understood, as Mr. ;Juintrma states* as a "symbolizatton 
of man's perenn:i.<ll mor~;,l dilemma •"27 
Gulliver's short-sightedness is best dosc:rihed 
__ , ........... - ........ ~-... -
27Rieardo G,Juintana, "Note on Irvin Ehrenpreis' s 
1 The O.dgins or (}u1Uver's >J:ravels,'"lill.· 9i:l·· p. 25'/. 
by M<ll'tin Price's analysis of Gulli ve:r 1 s failure (as 
well as man t s): 
, • • Gulliver erabodiu th.e incorrigible tendency 
of the mind to oversimpli.fy experience, a trait 
that takes, with equal ease• thE! form of complacency. 
or misanthropy. Given his tenrlency to see man as 
£lither a rational animal or an irrational beast, 
given hls expectation that man will b.e esMntially 
good or essentially evil, Gulliver ctm never compre2!\ 
'het.nM i"ho 't"\'F'Irt.h,ow.<"!.t-.t""' ........ +>t"-~ -..CO~~,.,. ..... "\""~ 'L,.- ~-- .. "~- ~~ ~"'"-u"'~"-"....,. ....-+"~ J.~'.!>"-''~-~..<~'<J•w::;; ,.,r,,y UC1\:ofU.J->::·;c tJJ. :•.Jt::l.i' a.>:'j Dt:!f J.eCIJ.J..:f J.\IJ• 
Gu1J,iver 1 s attitude and behavior subsequent to 
his denuneiat:i.on of m~mktnd are the result of simplistic 
thlnking. His oversimplified formu.la by which he measures 
man alienates him even further. He is like evBr'Y man, 
as Hemry Hams point;s out, who cnn rerMlily seo:~ tho depravity 
in oth0rn but; :!.<> ignorant of his own. 29 Mr. Smns C<1lls 
this tond!llncy t.he "satire of the second pfJrson." He 
:i.llustrate s i.t in the way Gulliver inveighs af;ainat 
. d t '1d' l . hi th t 1 pn Ae, ye . J.sp ays Ul . !l mm person · .e ex erna 
symptoms by which pride may be :reeol~nizf;d. The effect is 
satir:l.e betrayal. n30 
Although Gulliver was obtuse about mfm' s moral 
dilemma, Swift <vas not. He criticized man sharply for 
-- 28 .. ~---..._ 
Martin Price, 11 tl1td1't: Order and Obligntion," 
Twent:ieth C.enturt In~er~re"t:_tion s Q..f • ~ulli ver' s,,Travlills: ! Collection 9! :rftlca l!ssaH• 2.2.• cit., P• 81. 
29Henry Sams, "~>~dft'a i3atire of i;,hH Second PHrson," 
Twentiet(.h CIC!nturtl I_ntertr~l.taticms. g_.f .Gulliver' a T.ravels: 
.Pt Coile'ction of' :rft'l.ca l{ssaxs, 2.ll• £li., P• 35 • 
...... - ~
)OlliS!.·. p. 39. 
his faiHngs, but he ~J~H'l m!ivarthele!'JS aware of man's 
limitations. In his letter to Pope he cle11rly outlines 
his position: 
I have got Materials Towards a Treatis proving the 
falsity af that De:l.':l.r1ition animal rationale; and 
to show it should he only rat!onh $!Ef.l:lC• Upon 
this gre.at foundation oi' Misantfiropy rtliough not 
Timon$ mtmtler) Th31~~hole building of' my Tl"avella is erected. ~ • ~p 
$7 
This statement seems hardly so violent as to have 
incurred t;he anger or readers over the last two centuries • 
.It is a truth he has proved !limply eMugh hy r-evealing 
man's behavior and allow:tnp; man to look at himself clo Stlly • 
Th~ only thing misanthropic about it is Swift' 1!l adm:l.ssion 
of misanthropy, vthich he qualifiea. But, then, the sue-
<H~ssful satirist :l.s often reviled for baring the truth; 
and thoM most critical of nnd lea.st affeot•1d hy the 
reality are tho most complacent, whc) have a higher opinion 
of thAm~~elves., 
Swi.ft does not say that man is inc!lpable ot' renaon, 
hut that man 1.s not & compht<1ly rational an:lmal. Consid-
er:!.ng the human eondi. t lon not only in Swi.f't 1 s time but 
also 1.n the twentieth century, one would have to be 
completely deoeived to deny th(~ fact. il!ha.t has been 
called Swift's misanthropy is nothing stronger than 
3ltattar from Swift to Pope, 2.12.• .2!t•, p •. 10;. 
/ ·~-
' '\---
vexat:ltm. One might wonder why Pop~& has never been 
severely accused of misanthropy, since he concurred 
with Svri.ft : 
For I r<llally enter fully as you can desire, into · 
your Pdnoiple, of Love of IndividualtH And I think 
the way t•o have a Pu'blick Spirit 1 is first to have a l'r:i. vate one: For who the devil can 'bel:leve any man 
can care f'or a hundred thousand people, who nave:r 
cared for One? No ill hurwoured w~n can ever be a 
Patriot, any morlil than a Friend • .J 
Wnere there ia any doubt of' Swift 1 a meaning, Swift 
clarifies hie position. l'wo months aft(n:• the letter to 
Pope in wh1.ch he outlined h1.s 3.ntentiona and purpose 
concerning Gulliver's Travel<-;, Svdft co<·n~etlil any misunder-
strmd:i.ng that might have ensuad: 
! · tall you after. all that I do not hate i'!ank:!.ndi 
it is vows aut:res who hate thorn because you wou d 
have them rea~Qnabla Animals and are Angry for being 
disappoi.nted.JJ 
The implication i.n Pope t a anavw:r to Swift 1 a first 
letter is., of course, that one cannot know others untH 
he knows hi.mael:f' and that ho cannot extend his love to 
.othr~:rs until htl seEie something in himself to lovo. 
Gulliver's problem is that he does not know or. love 
' 
h:!Jnmelf. and is, therefore, i.ncapable o£' knowing or loving 
--..... 
32tettar from Pope to Swift, Oct. 15, 1725, 2R• cit., lOS. -P• 
33tette:r from Swift to Pope, ~!o1r. 26, 1'/25, illl• cit., p. 118. 
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anyone else. In the final analysis it is this :l.ncapability 
of Gulliver to know himself' that i.s the c~1use of his 
misanthropy ,<md self-deception. Gulliver's self-deception 
ts perfectly outlined, by extension, in a sermon by 
Sw:Lft, who describes the fate of (>ne who, in try:lng to 
avoid sin and folly 1 runs directly into it "like a Horse 
into the Battle; as if he had notMng left to do, but 
Uke a silly Ch:l.ld to ttink hard, and to think to escape 
a certain and inJ:'inite }4fs.ahief, only by endeavouring 
not to see it. u34 In the 11ame sf;rmon, S'i'Jift succinctly 
onaly:;we thn reason that, man seldom attempts to examir1e 
himself'. Man fe:JJ•s looking into his heart be,Muse he 
ttmay M.scove:r some Vice or some Infirmity lurk:l.ng within 
him, whi.ch he is very umdllit"<1t, to believe himself guilty 
of • ,,35 Swift continues: 
---~--
34s~r;if.t 1 "'!'he Difficulty of Knowing One's Self: 
!I Sermon, n Ir:tsh 'l.'r~;~cts l,Z20-:1.723 and Sermons, 2!?.• cit., 
»· 351._ Louis Landa s"tates truitt!ITS ~ciii'has beer\ 
considered of doubtf'ul authentic:.l.ty from the beginning. 
The authenticity of this sermon is dAfended by 'l'hom<U{ 
Sheridan in hts edition of the l•Jo:iks in 1784. Sheridan 
sees evidence in Stella's handwriting of that sermon 
as being oxaetly the sumo 1\"!S her tranacri.pt:ton of other 
tmrks by Swift. Those who queRt,,i .. on the autl'Hmtic:ity 
find fault with ca:r·tain or Swift's conventional devices, 
such as grammatical structure (pp. 10;!-106). Landa concludes, 
11These var:lous eonsideraticms cautiously weighed do not 
permit confident rejection or acceptance o:f The Difficulty. 
It htw therefore been nrintod in th(~ Armendiif"ii"t; douhtrul" (p. 106). . 
35~., v. 357. 
These a:("e very unwelcome Discoveries that a r,zan may 
make of himself 1 so that it is no ~mnder that every 
one, who :!. s already flushed <.d tli a good Opinion of 
h:tmself 1 should rather study how to run <ilway from it, 
than hot1 to converse with his own !!eart.-'O 
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There are perhaps no better explanations ! J2ropos Gulliver's 
predicament, and o£' course man' fl 1 than those propound~ld 
by Pope and 5wift.. And Pope said it all best in his 
immortal couplet: 
Know thfln t~yself, p~esume no~ ~od ~~ scan; 
The proper ,.,tudy of f·~ankind i6 dan. 
Gulliver's disillusionment with himaeli' and hie 
species mult:l:pl:hs rapidly, for th<J more his adm:l.ration 
for tho Houyhnhnms grows, the mor"' his disgust for the 
Y~hoo and hatred of mankind swells. In his ridiculous 
attempt to imitate every gesture of the Houyhnhnms and 
to achieve complete rationality, Gulliver's contempt 
for t.he passions grcms. His worship of :reason is tanta-
mount to a denial of his instinctive nature• and the 
more d5.sgust he feels for mankind the more he abhors 
the anill'tal part of' his nature. Gull:l.ver is as absurd 
as nnyone who denies the e;dstenoe of the passions or 
instincts. To deny them by resisting them .is one thing, 
371\le:xander 
\'lo:rks, cd, Herbert 
!9155), p. 250. 
but to deny their existence is another. That they are 
necessary for man 1 s existence seems al!l!Ost too obvious 
to need justH'ying. Much has been made by some critics 
of Swift 1 a sermon 11Thou[t,hto 1m Ueligton. 11 It has been 
used uneomrincingly to prove that tiuUiver' s fourth 
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voyage is prim.a:dly a satirH on eighteenth-century Deism. 
Others have arguEl>d tha.t it is rm attaelt on the new stoicism 
of the~ period. Taken simply at its word, it seems enough 
to viGw it as ilt·dt't 1 s acknowledgment that passions exist 
and, therefore, cannot be denied. They, with man•s 
capacity for reason, provide man with his dual nature. 
The conclusion of his sermon is rolevant to Gulliver, 
who has used h:ts rea son to deny the love of life: 
Although reason were intendad by providence to 
govarn our passions, yet it seems that, :l.n two points 
of the greatest t'l!oment to the being and continuance 
of the ~1orld 1 Go.d hath intended our passions to prevail over reason. The first is, the propagation 
of our species, since no wise man ever m~u·ri~)d from 
the dictates of reason.o The other is, ·the love of 
life, which, f:rom the diotai;es of :reason, every man 
would despise, an~ whh it an ~md 1 or that it never had a hegi.nning.J . 
Swift reitl";r-ates this . same sentiment- in an attack on the 
Stoies: »The Stoical Scheme of supplying our Wanta 1 by 
lopp:!.ng off our Desires; is like cutting off our ll'eet 
J8swift, "Thoughts on Religion~" Irish Tracts 
1720-)..723 ~ Sermons, 2£• .ill.•, p. 263. 
when we want Shoes.n39 
Pope, also, recognized the importance of the 
pas.sions, which he callt:~d ''self-love": 
Two Principles in human m1ture reign; 
Solf-love, to urge, and Reason, to restrain; 
Nor this a good, nor that a bad 'rii!J call, 
1~eeh works its end, to move or govern all: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . 
Self-love, the spring of motion, acts the soul; 
Reason's com.pF,ring balance rules the l'lhole. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Self-lov~ and Reason to one ond aspire; 40 Pdn the:tr aversion, Pleasure their desire; 
The final lim1s of' Essay 2!!. !:Em are perhaps the 
best analysis of what Pope, aa well as Sv<ift, lH~li~Wfid 
to bt'l the answer. to the dilemma in man's dual natural 
For wit's false mirror held of Nature's light; 
Ghew'd erring Pride, VJHATEVER IS, IS HIGHT; 
That Rl~ASf.lff, PASSION; answer one great aim; 
That true SDLF-I,OV!': a.nd SOCIAL are the samej 
That VIRTUR only malu~s our Bliss below; 
And all our Knowledge is ounsEr.ns TO 1\r!Ov/.41 
Gulliver nev<~r understands the dilemma. Instead, he 
oversimplifies by choosing the obvious goo.d over the 
more man1.fllstly bad 1.n man's nature. llf~ has lost his 
perspective and is unable to make a valid judgment. 
Gulliv'er •.1as complet!~ly disillusioned, but Swift 
had no illt1sions about man. He denied neither reason 
40Pope, 2.!?.• 
41Ibid., p. 
cit,., p. 252. 
-
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nor pa ssi.ons as the components of humanness. For him, 
hc:rweve:r, a third component was necessary to bring tho 
tt'lO into compatib:l.lity-.. faith. Perhaps the need for 
fa:l.th was uppermost in Swift's mind when he considered 
Gulliver's cond1.tion; hovH;ver, Switt nevar injects reli-
gi.on :!.nto the hook as an argument. As a Chr:i.stian moralist 
he undoubtedly held that faith was a necessary condition 
for Mnity in a mat;;dalistic world .filled with greed 
and brutality. His religious faith is evident in his 
sermon "On the Trinity": 
'l'heref<lre, let no Man think that he cari lead as 
good a moral Lire without Faith, as with it; for 
this Reason, Because he who hath no Faith, cannot, 
by the Strength of his own Reason or Endeavours, 
so easi.ly rea:!. st Temptations, a a the other who depends 
upon God's A.ssis~~nce in the overeond.ng his 
Frailties •••• 
\1hy Swift was not explicit in the fourth voyage 
ahout the need for faith is not clear. It seems likely 
thst he avoi.ded the question of faith because hA was 
dealing wUh t'I"<O signif:l.cant aspects o.f man 1lTh:l.ch are 
tnherent in his nature regardless of whether or not. a 
person has a rolig:tous conviction. 'l'he Earl of Shaftesbury 
discusses the question of whether or not man h capable 
of knowing moral right f.rom wrong be.fore rocei ving religious 
instruction. In his Characteristics, published in l7U, 
42swif't, nOn the Trinity," Irish Tracts 1720-;J.m 
~Sermons, g;e,. ~·> p. 164. 
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fifteen years before the publication of Gulliver's Travels, 
Shaftenbury writes: 
Before the time• therefore, that .a creature can 
have any plain or posii>ive notion one way or other 
concerning the subject of God, he may be supposed 
to have an apprehension or sense of right and wrong, 
and be possessed of virtue and vice in dif'fiH"ent 
degrees. as we know by expt~:rience of those who, having 
li.ved in such places and in such a memner <ls never to 
have ent~r·od. into any serious thoughts .c£ religion, 
are nev(")rtheleso very different among themselves, 
as to their elurracters ot honesty and worth: some 
being naturally lli<:Hiest, klnd, friendly, and consequently 
lovers of kind and tr.iendly actions; others proud, 
· h.llrah, .·cruel, and consequently inclined to ~dmire 
:rather the acts of violence and mere power. 3 
To the extent that Swi.ft avoided the qUf!Stion o.f religion, 
he c~:>n be Mid not to have bee.'l se:rmoniz:!.ng. Calhoun 
Winton, who, it seems, is straining to seek a Christian 
moral in Gulliver' a '!'ravels, unconvincingly argue a that 
it is a Christian allegory on the order of Bunyan 1 s !.!1! 
Pilgrim's Progre~f;!· He agrees with Roland l''rye 1 1t1ho 
views the Yahoos as symbols of man's inherent depravity, 
o:r original sin. Paraphrasing Mr. Frye. Hr. Winton 
beli.eves that had "Gulliver attended church ••• he 
might han been bettor prepared .for tl'w anim<ality of the 
Yahoos •••• 44 Such an interpretation, however, does 
43:sarl o.f Shn!teshury, Characteristics of Men, 
!J,'!anners, Otinions, Ti1nes, John M. Robertson. eaitor 
(IniHanapo ls~ Tne B'o615s-r•Terr1J. Comptimy, Inc., 1964), 
Vol. I, p. 266. · 
44calhoun vanton. ill?.• cit.' p. 276. 
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not come to term.s with reality nor with the book itself. 
Gulliver's problem is that he is not prepared for the 
an:l.mality in himself. When he learns of the rational 
manner in which all aspects of Houyhnhmn life are conducted, 
Gulliver is driven further f.:rom the truth about his inatlnc-
tive nature. The more he learns about Houyhnhmn society, 
the leas he knows about himself'.. He discovers that the 
Houyhnhmns' behavior t.oward one another is unlike that 
of man and other animals, who have at least ce:rta1.n behav-
:toral patterns i.n common. When he sees some of the aff'in-
itiu ani.mals and man share • he wrongly identifies himself 
further with Yahoos. 
In the Hcmyhnhtlm society; reason is doubtlessly 
sufficient to govern, but t.hat society is irrelevant 
tor Gulliver br,,cause tlu11iver is not a Houyhnhmn. These 
rational ereatll!'tHl are devoid of passions. There is 
neither love, sympathy, no:r compassion in their nature. 
They look upon marriage as "one of the necessary Actions 
in a reasonable Being. ~t45 Gulli vet' is i.mpressed by 
this oold relationship, and in his total deception prefers 
not to remember that in such matters. to paraphrase Swift. 
God intended t,l:H~ paas:l{ms to override reason. 
Oulli ver :f'u.rthe:r denies hi.s passions when he 
admires the Houyhnhnms for their stoical acceptance of 
parenthood. These rational creatures "have no Fondness 
for thoir Colts or Foles;" for which the Houyhnhnm shows 
"the same A:f.'i'ection to his N!lighbour's Issue that he had 
for his own.n46 H:ts acc1~ptanoe of. this relationship is 
surprising since Gulliver has children and, therefore, 
must have experienced love. Nev~1rtheless, he proclaims 
the superiority of the Houyhnhmn relationship. In this 
respect, it ia true, man is more like other animals than 
he is like the Bouyhnhnm, fo:r most animals also love 
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their offs-oring. Man :l.s not a Yahoo, however, s:tnca the 
Yahoos in matters of filial love are mora closely related 
to- th~: Houyhnhnms than to man. And if thil'l is any indica-
tion of man's animality, so be 'it. But it is certainly 
pre.fe~rable to the passionless existence of. the supremely 
rational baing, which, of course, exists only in utopias. 
It has been seen :i.n his other writings that Swift does 
not advoct1te such a stoical existence. 
The discovery that man has onl.y the capacity for 
:reason ia fully obscured for Gulliver as he contemplates 
the super:l.ori1lY and des:i.:rability of' the Houyhnhnm utopia. 
In order to have seen the truth he should have contemplated 
the state of man's human condition--that man has only 
a pittance of reason and that his limited capacity for 
reason is no justiflca.Hon for the brutality that man 
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has perpetrat€ld on his own kind. These real.:lt:i.EH> cannot 
he explained away, as GulHve:r• explains them, by believing 
that man has no reason and that he :l.s governed e:<clusiv<lly 
by brute instinct. For such an 1.nterp:retat1.on does not 
expla:i.n Swift's love for '~John, Peter, Thomas and so 
forth." 
GuJ.l:i.ver seems merdy to be rationalizing hin 
posit:ion, perhaps subconsciously, in order to absolve 
himsel.f of shame by denying his complicil~y as a member 
of the human race which he has erroneously equated with 
the Yahoo tribe. 1\. more reasonable and human reaction 
would have been for him to accept his limitations and 
those of man and to strive to better the hl.l!l'4'ln condition. 
!nat('md, :!.n d:lsgust, he runs away from hU!tlan ldnd and 
from himself by deciding upon Ms return to his homeland 
to live in a :~table with horses ll.'t~ay from the stght and 
smell of' man, h:!.s wife and children included. This final 
aeti.on proves not only that he denies h:i.s passions but 
also that he is in a blissful state of ig:no:r3nce, if not, 
madness, Swift aptly describes such a eondit:i.on in the 
same cont~xt :i.n wh:l.ch he defines ham>iness as 11a perpetual 
Post'!!'H'la:ion of being well Deceived": 
But when a.Man 1 s Fancy gets astride on his Henson, 
when Imagination is at Cuffs with the Senses, and 
common Understanding. as well as common Sense, is 
Kickt out ot' Door~t the first Proselyte he makes, 
is Himself •••• 
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Each of Gulliver's voyages should have been an 
education derived from a discovery. But Gulliver learru\1 
nothing, in t;he sense thmt he does not apply his knowledge 
who sees the petti.ness of the Lilliputians, the largeness 
of spirit in thll Brobd1.ngnags1 and the ludicrous extreme 
to t-zhieh abstract apeculati.on could I.IXtend. Gulliver 
reports; he does not comment on these people. Edwax·d 
Rosenheim is only partially correct when he suggests 
that "what Gulliver learns• we learn as well, n48 and 
that Gulliver discovers truths about men in the first 
three voyages which lead him to the correct analys.h 
he makes about man in the final voyage.49 It is not 
Gulliver who admires the humanitarian concern o£ the 
l'lrobdi.ngnagian kint.h As a favor to the king, Gulliver 
suggests that ·the latter would be in a dominant position 
over his enemies if he would accept from him the secret 
-------'~ 
4BJ<;dward it, Rosenheim 1 
2.!1· £!t., p. :ao. 
49Ibid., P• 211. 
Jr. 1 Swift illi! !:h!. Satirist 1 s 
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of gunpowder. The king is horrified at tho suggestion 
and at Gull:i.ver' a description of the :!.nhuman uses to 
which gunpowder ia put. Gulliver's host protest a "that 
although few Things delighted h:l.m so much as new Discoveries 
in Art or in Jliaturo; yet he would rather lose Half his 
Kingdom than be privy to .such a Secret •• , ,n5° Gulliver's 
reaction is that the king displays "narrow Principles," 
"short !.:l,.ft'Y!I!•" and "!.!!.£.! unnooe!!aary ScruPle. n5l Such a 
reaction proves 1;hat Gulliver learns nothing. However, 
the reader, unless he agrees with Gulliver, learn$ much. 
Contr~n·y to what Mr. Rosenhe:im states, i.t is not until 
the last voya.ge that GulHver begins to synthesize what 
he obs®rves into some moral statem!mt, but htl does so 
without benefit o.f' what he might have gained in his 
other voyages. Had he learned anything he would have 
real:!. zed that the Brobdingnaga \'fere good and that if 
their physical feat,ures disgust him (since they are 
giants he views them in magnification), he is only revealing 
his own pettiness. But he does not discover this about 
M.maelt tmy more than he discovers ilis own stupidity in 
the gunpowder incident. 
Until the last voyage Gulliver is really an impartial 
50swift, Gulliv~ Travels, 2.E.• £..!1. 1 p. :1,35. 
51Ibid. 
-
observer. It is thEil reader, guided by Swift, who must 
constantly make moral or ethical judgments. Swift, as 
Nartin Pr:i.ce points out, demands *'of his readers what 
he never grants to Gulliver, the power to make necessary 
distinctions. n52 Toward the end of the last voyage 
Gulliver is no lon~~er the impartial observer provided 
with the opportunity to see the world as it is. Neither 
should the reade.r be content merely to observe. Gulliver 
beoomlls an active participant, drawing some correct 
conclusions regarding his species but failing to note 
the most important distinctions among man• Yahoo, and 
Houyhnhnrn. It is at this point that Hl'Jii.'t permits the 
reader to he his own guid~ and to proceed to make his 
own j.mportant discovery. 
Much of what Gulliver concludes about man in the 
last voyage is valid, and Gulliver 11:! Swift only lr?hen he 
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is revealing the t.ruth. Sw:l.!t shows what happens to man 1 
who, believing he is a reasonable, wise, and m<)ral creature, 
is faced with the truth about himself. Gulliver ignored 
the discoveries of his first three voyages as he was 
experiencing them. !\nd·in a rather hasty synthesis in 
the last voy,!lge 1 he :!.gnor,,s t.he ll!Ost important dtao<.lvery--
that although he is not a completely ratJ.onal animal• 
52~'lartin Price, £12.• ill•, p. 92. 
n(lither is he a complete Yahoo. Rather than use his 
discovery to come to know himself fmd to work for a 
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great!llr id"lnlism, some but not all of which the Houyhnhnms 
displayed, he foolishly den:tes himself. In his ignormnce 
he assumes a superiority over his fellow-man. And as 
he declaims on tho foolish pride of man, he btH:omes 
guilty of that pride in M.mself. Even though he considers 
himself, as well as mank:!.nd, as Yahoo, he :l.s m:l.staken. 
It is that small pittance of. r•~ason, l'lhich the !louyhnhnm 
master attributes to man, that distinguishes man from 
other rmimals. '!'hat ability to reason, however small, 
is his only salvation from ever becoming a complete 
Ya.hoo. 
Theodore o. Wedel, one of' the first to approach 
Gull:l.ver' s Travels in terms of i.ts ideas as related to 
the religious and. philosophical beliefs of the eighteenth 
century, proposed that in the last voyage 11we have, 
designedly or not, Hobbes contrasted w:i,th Locke, 11 and 
that Swift "stands nearer to Hobbes. n53 Whether or not 
f'lr. i'ledel is correct in placing S11ift nearer to Hobbes, 
it is perhaps trtHl that man stands midway b<ii!tl'leen Locke's 
optimism and Hobbes' pessimism concern].ng the inherent 
nsturo of malh 
-------· 
53theodore 0. Wedel, 2£.• ill•, p. )0, 
No1r1h()re is Gulliver's mistaken conclusion better 
illustrated than at the end of his voyage >vhen Gulliver 
is confronted wtth evidence that not all men are Yahoos. 
However, he :l.gnorem the last of the discoverie$. lie is 
~;~llovlod one final oppo:rtu.nity to readjust his think:l.ng 
from tho more extreme ird.t:t.al position that all men, 
w:!.thout exception, are Yahoos, but his conversion to 
the worship of reason is final. He can no longer make 
allowAnces despite irrefutable evidence to tho contrary. 
Having been oxpelled from Houyhnhnmland by the creatures 
he admired, he is rescued by a Portugu0~11il vessel. The 
captain, Don Pedro, i~;~ ;ifarm, aympathet:tc, nnd deeply 
cornpassionatl'!. He is the epitome of the best of men-· 
the Johns 1 Pet.e:rs, and Tl:H:.lmae(H; Sw:l.ft, loved althoug;l:! he 
could not abide manki.nd. Not only the captn:tn but also 
thB crew trHat Gull.i.ver with great understanding and 
compnss:ion. 1\t one po1.nt th••Y p:reve.nt the now mad 
Gull:t ve:ro from leaping to his su:teide as he feels disgust 
at beinr; ag;ain among "Yahoos." Whatever atrocities men 
have :inflietodon ona another, Gulliver's conclusion 
thnt all men are Yahoos is ridiculous. 'l'he world has 
many Don Pedros, proving that man ll capabl,g of reason, 
and however small that number, his only sal.vat:l .. on and 
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the only hope. he has of minimizlng his irrational behavior 
must. lie in hh recogtlit:ton that :;ueh men extst. The 
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best >'lay for man to achieve such a state·-a more realir.;t:l.c 
kind of utopia--is not by denying one part of his nature 
but by accepting the fact that it exists and aspi.ri.ng 
to bett,ar t.he human condition. The reade:r 1 unless he 
:l.s as gullible as Gulliver, cannot f'ail to see that the 
Houyhnhnl'l sochty is not a human one 1 l~hatover else it 
may be and ho·wever adm:l .. .rable it may at first app!lar. 
fl. world of Don PodJ~os who a:re ct:!pable of lovo and com-
passion and l:'!'tilHOn is t!l(~ best which man nan hope to 
abt.rdn zmd thA only r<~aliatic one for wh:i.eh to striV!h 
It :l. s a \~o:rld where rnMlOn and passion are commingled 
and t:he only pos:s:tble ~1orld. :i.n which man can come to 
terms with th<> dual::!.ty of his natur''• 
Pope, as well as S1dft, outl.ined the dilemma 
man faced in try:i.ng to exist with opposing forces •dthin 
his nature forever pulling at him: 
Know then thyself, . presume not God to scan; 
The proper st·ady of M2nkind is 1-!an. 
Plae 1 d on this isthmus of a middle state, 
A being darkly wise, and rudely great: 
With ·too much knowledge of the Sceptic side, 
'i'iith too much weakness for the Sto:lc1 s pride, 
He hangs betweon; in doubt to act; or rest, 
In doubt ·to deem hi.mself a God1 or Bellst; In doubt his mind or Dody to prefer. 
Born but to d:l.e, and reas•n:tng but to err; 
Alike in ignorance, his reason such, 
Whether he thinks too litth .• or too much: 
Chaos of Thought a.nd Passion, all confu§l 1 d; 
Still by himself abus'd, or disabus 1d;'4 
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Swift, in the fourth voyage, like Pope in EEi~t:ls il. 
of. ,.\n Essay Q.Il ~. is concerned le~>s with man's religious 
faith than with man's state in respect, to himself. What-
ever compromise man makes between his reason and his 
· passions must be based on common sense, despite the 
sp:l.ritual fulfillment hi~.l religious faith may of'f'er. 
Poor Gulliver has lost his common sense in his 
moral straining to achieve perfectlon. He fails to see 
that man devo1,d o:f' reason :i.s a Yahoo and that devoid of 
passions he is a Houyhnhnm. It is a f'aot man must live 
with whether he w:l.shes to or not. Any denial of this 
fact is a gross rationalization for purely prideful 
rensons--sel:f'-deception at best and madness at worst. 
It is that duality in man's nature that creates man's 
moral dilemma.--that "Chaos of Thought and Passion" which 
puts him "!n doubt his mind or Body to prefer." Gulliver 
made the mlmtake of deciding to pr<1fe:r his mind, as though 
he had to chool3e one over i;he other. Pope did not presume 
to take sides; he merely stated the dilemma. For man to 
know himself it ia enough to understand the existence of 
the dilemma and • the:rHfore, to be bettfjr prepared to 
l:lve within it. 
Gulliver's utop:ia is no better than an ant colony 
where procreHtion is a mechanical process "md ~there 
children are so many robots necessary to preserve the 
species. The land of t.he Houyhnhnms, as Jack Gilbert 
wisely point,s out, is a "cynic utopia" in which the best 
beliefs and ideals of a society are projected but, never-
theless, one that in 'its description of what ought to be 
describes soroothing othi?l:' than what is usually considered 
utopian. It 1.s therefore a neft,ative utopia.55 It is 
furthermore a utop:ta that is unattainable simply because 
man 1.s not a Houyhnhmn. A man may at times admire and/or 
envy the fortitude of the stoic or the devoted idealism 
of the ascetic, and he may imitate them himself, but it 
is pure folly to advooatr; that all men emulate these 
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)J!an, because of his dual nature, mul!t confront 
situatlons not prohle.matictJil to any other species, imagined 
or r0al. Gullive·r, although he ut.te:rs this truth, never 
contemplates the meaning of it. He fails to see that the 
pred.ous difference between his society and that of 
the Houyhnhnm.s is that man is, or at least can be, an 
individual. l~Mn has, as Swift says, the liberty o.f' 
conscience and the f:roedom to. think and to hold opinions. 
The price man pays for those procious t•ights is the 
consequence of t:.ha moral !lml ethical choices he makes 
as he confronts the many dilmnmas he must. 
55 Jack G. O:i.lbert, e.E.• £h• t p. 150. 
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Gulliver was right only to the extent of reali.zing 
that man can behav{:)--in fact. has often behaved--worse 
than the lower animals, but he allows no exceptions. 
Certainly that is not ;~hat S;d:f't believed. John F. Ross 
has rightly pointed out that ttthe aet:i.v:i.tias of monarchs 
and statesmen are th;, actions of {ill ex:ceeding;ly small 
group of pfmple. n56 For that rei> sOn the fourth voyage 
is not only a caustic satire of mankind irl general but 
alt1o a satire on the gullibility of some men who, seeing 
the \'lorst in some human behavior, \1ould absolve themselves 
or any guilt by :refus:i.ng to accept what they are and by 
deceiving themselves tnto believing they are better than 
the whole of mankind. Gulliver, umnvare of his own 
rationalization, !'EWflall:l biG failings: 
I write for the nableat End to inform and instruct 
Mankind, over whom I may, without Bre<H::h of Modesty, 
prf'temd to some Superiority, !'rom the Advantages I 
rece:i ved by 5~onversing so long amtmg th!1J accomplished Hou:J!h,llhnms. ·r 
S\~ift is allowing the r•eader to reflect closely and to 
avoid Gulliver's dodging. The object of' satire :l.n t.ha 
fourth book, as f,1r. :Ross points out, is the reader hitnselr.5S 
Swift: 
56John F. Rosa, "The Final Comedy of Lemuel Gullivar1 11 ! Collection 2.£. Crit:ts:.l!J:. !~saa:cs, !?.£• £!.~·, pp. !10-131. 
57st~ift 1 Gulliver's Tr<~vels, mz.. !!,ll., p. "293. 
5SJohn F, Ross, rua• ~., P• SO. 
Mr. rtoss' analysis is especially true of any reader who 
has identified with Gullhcr to the very end and who 
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also has been gulled into believing in his o~m superiori.ty. 
Fe;.; men enjoy what they see when they are given the means 
by which to examine themselVIHl closely. Swift, there;!;'ore 1 
is doubly ironic in his satiric attacks. He aat:l.J.•izes 
man by showi.ng him what he really is, and then he satirizes 
him a aec<>nd time for refusing to accept thH truth. Swift 
knew men 1 s propena:l.ty f.o:r avoiding the truth when confronted 
with .it. He describes that trait in his preface to Il'l.! 
Battle 2£ the Books: 
Satyr is a sJort of Glass, wherein Beholders do 
generally discover every bodyts Face but their Own; 
tlhich is the chief H.~;1uon for what kind of Recept:ton 
it meets in the l'~g9ld 1 and that so very f<~w are of'f!~nded with it. 
Gulliver had un opportunity, after aJ.l the truths 
he had confronted, to come to know himself. What the 
fourth voyage uffers through its revelations h the 
truth, as Pope states it, that "The proper study ot' mankind. 
is man." But one cannot know mankind until he f:l.rst 
undel"stands himself. This truth is well defined by St1ift 
in the final section of his sermon ''The Oif'ficulty of 
Knowing One's Self'n: 
Thus, upon every Occasion, a. Man inti.mately acquainted 
59swift, ~Battle 2£ the Books, 92• £!l., p. 140. 
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with himself', conaultath his own Heart, and makath 
every y,~an'"' Case to be his own (and so puts the li!Ost 
favourable Interpretation upon it). Let every Man 
therefore look into his own Heart, before he beginneth 
to abuse the ~eputation of another, and then he will 
hardly be eo absurd, as to throw a Dart th"t will 
certalnly rebound and wound himself'.OU 
Swift had no illusion o£ what man was or of' what 
he had done. · He bared the truth on both matters. He 
tried to shake man from his complacent belief that he 
is a eompletE~ly rational animal. Swift shows c~lao that 
man h guilty of self-defeating ~md self-deceiving pride 
in thJ:!t, belief. Man 1 s capacity for reason seems only to 
advance his capacity for greed and cruelty. He proves 
that before the horrors of the past can be avoided, man 
must take a good long look at himself. The fourth voyage 
is the mirror he pres1:1nts man for that purpose. Because 
Gulli v0r did not like '~ht~t he sa;-;, he distorted the 
reflectlon himself'. Although Swift purposely has Gull:l.ver 
make the wrong asm.trllptions, he allows the reader to 
reflect longer and to observe not only his own reflection 
but also Gu1Uver1 s distortion of' the truth, in order 
that the reader avoid Gulliver's pitfalls. l"1r. Ross's 
analys.is of Gulliver and other ~~ullibles is an excellent 
summary of Gulli·ver1 s failings and Swift's attitude 
60swift, ~<The Difficulty o:t' Knowing One's Self: 
A Se:rmon 1 11 Irish 'l'raets 1'720-1723 and Sermona1 2£• cit., p. 362. . 
toward his reader: 
, • • St'l'if't paid his readers a higher compliment 
than most readers will pay him. He assumed, as 
any ironic satirist by the very nature of hls work 
assumes, that he and his readers were on terms of 
equality in shar:!.ng an important sMtet. • , • Yet 
Swift offers ua the opportun:l.ty to ride out the 
storm with him •••• !f we choose to disregard 
Swift himself ;md the last part of Voyage IV and 
to go do~m finally for t,he th:i.fd time, with Gulliver, 
:!.t ·t P: h5a'l"'<N1 v ~w{ ftt-.1 a h1 tn'tt'iB't'l>,_. 0 
~~ ~--....... "~·-.; ..... ~.--- .... """"""_" ...... ""' .. IJI 
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No one can ask moro of the writer thtm the compli-
ment Swift gives his reader--that he is intelligent enough 
to see himself refusing to see himself. Hopefully he 
will avoid tha pride o£ Gulliver and accept tha discovery 
of himself. as a man with a dual nature. And though he 
must real:l.z.e he can never be a Houyhnhnm-•n(l:r:' :'La that 
idrwl state a desirable one--his small pittance of reason 
can keep hi.m .from becomtng a complete Yahoo. 
61John F. Ross, ~· ~., P• 74. 
CHAPTgR V 
CONCLUSION 
Our own nuclear age, more than any other since 
the first publication o.f Gulli verts Travels in 1726, 
can ill afford to ignore the inescapable conclusions 
St~i.ft sat forth in Gulliver's last voyage. There :i.a no 
better example of Std:ft 1 s conclusion that man perverts 
his reason to acquire new vices than the modern creation 
of an arsenal of such horrendous proportions that in :i.ts 
threat of total ann:l.hHation man cannot help but live in 
a pnrpetual state of fmar. !/fo can almost forg:i. ve Ute 
pr:l.de in reason thlil eighteenth century enjoyed as it 
began to questi<)n long estabHshed doctrines, because 
along vtith this pride was an optimistic hope o.t' creating 
a better world, d~HlPite the naivet$ of some of the schemes 
of that period. In t,ho optimism of rationalists such 
as Locke was a faith in man's ability to use his powers 
of r€1ason to elimi.nat.e injustices. The modern era, unlike 
the eighto~mth century 1 has the sc:i.entH'ic and tiH:hnological 
knowledr,e to eliminate tho wretched conditions under 
which a majority of tho world's population lives, but 
such advanc~HI benefit only a relative m:l.nority. The 
eighteenth century pride was a pride in man 1s rational 
aMlities. The modern pride is often super-national:tstie 
arrogance, governed less by reason than by passions. 
Man still does not know himself. R'ather than use his 
$1 
reason to temper his passions, he hns allo11ed his passions 
to overrule h:t.s reason. Surely, the stat,e ot the world 
in the last half century h!ils proved that Std.ft' s :l..ndictment 
or man is jtwt.i.t'itld and t,hat, Swift's invect,ive. under t,he 
circum~~tanees, is compf!!ratively milder than it might be 
werl'l he writing today. When one compares the meager 
arsenal of the European that Gulliver described to his 
master, one can see the extent to which man has perverted 
reason: 
And, bein[~ no Stranger to the Art of \var, I gave 
h:tm a DeseripUon of Cannons, Oulveri.ns, Muskets, 
Carabines, P:i.stols, Bullets, Pat<Yde:r,. Swords, Bayonets, 
••• Ships sunk, with a Th£usand Men; twenty 1'housand 
killed on each Side; ••• 
Such a list today app~.1ars innocent when one considers 
the total destructive power corrtained in the ll!Odern 
arsenal with its atomic and hydrogen bombs, radioactive 
fallout, nerve gas, chemical and b:l.ological w~trfare, 
anti"personnel mines, napalm, and the prom:'i.se o£ even 
greater moans of destruction which no longer stagger the 
imflg:tnation. 
The risk oi' interpreting a t~ork of literature as 
this writer has done is that it opens him to the criticism 
----------------
that such an evaluat.i .. on reduces the work of art to a 
sociological tract. But that was not the intention. 
Swift was not a sociologist, and hill concern for such 
evils as poverty. etc., was no mora than a feeling of 
the moral obH~ation of' the more fortunate to look after 
the more wretched members of the society. This attitude 
is clear enough in the eighteenth century concept of 
"benevolism." But despit.e the paternalistic attitude 
of these "benevoli::rts," they were g~muinely concerned. 
Even Swift >vent beyond noblesse obli;'e and left all he. 
had to round a mental institution. That is not to say 
that no.one today is sincerely concerned with the problema 
that still exist :l.n r!lodr~rn society nor that all men in 
the twentieth century sl'wuld be condemned as irrational. 
There are many Don Pedros who deserve the ~rorld 1 s respect, 
such as Jonas Salk. They are the Johns, Peters, and 
'!'homases whom Swif't admitted loving, despite tlw Yahoo~ 
l:i.ke behavior he saw in others. The existence of such 
concerned individual a encourage~' opt:l.mj.sm at a i~ime when 
pessim1.sm seems more !!. J?I'OPos, Book IV oi' Gullive~ 
Travels is not the mi;:;f,lntht~opic diatribe i.t was once 
--
consi.dernd to be, nor was Jonathan Sw.:Lt't t;he complete 
pessimist he has been accused o£ being. Swift incurred 
the wrath !'lnd hatr(;d of m;u1y t but only because the:i.:r 
views were more optimist:l.c than his. Porhaps Swift 1 s 
pronouncement might have been more acceptable had he 
not been M liberal >v:tth his scatological rt~ferences. 
But tho fact that he r~lsort(!d to such frank expression 
should not deny the validity of his main argument. It 
is ironic, indeed, that readers still are upset and 
disgust~d .by Swift's scatology, yet they somehow manage 
to read the truly ugly and disgusting in man w:tthout a 
f':rown. 
As Samuel Kliger observed, each century makes 
its own assumpt:!.ons about, human ~1ature so that the meaning 
of a piece of litarature changes as th~ assumpt:l.ons 
change. 2 Two centuries of readers :refuaed to accept 
Swift 1 s conclusion, but their lrlo:rld was not threatened 
by total calamity. The modern reader cannot afford to 
ignore Swift. That is not to say Swift sprinkled his 
masterpiece with '1messagaa, 11 a word that has become 
anathema to the "sophisticated'' reti!der. But the \'IIO:rk 
does affirm truths of a profound nature which Swift 
intended to be realized and to be acted upon. Gulliver's 
Travels is not an ext~rcise in cleverness created to 
titillate the sophisticated; it is a study of man and 
an implieit warn:l.ng thrJt man's reeord on earth has not 
------
2see p. 41. 
always justiflEld the pride man has enjoyed :tn believing 
himself to be a rational animal. 
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